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By CYRUS AFZALI

LIMA, Peru — The capture of
Abimael Guzman, the feared
leader of Peru's deadly Shining Path guerillas, was shown
on state television Saturday
night. Analysts agree it was a
severe blow for the hemisphere's most dangerous guerilla organization. Page 3 _

STATE
LEXINGTON — An informal
meeting held the day before
the Kentucky Racing Commission voted not to give 1993
racing dates two two harness
tracks -could place the decisions in jeopardy. Page 3

SPORTS
SAN FRANCISCO — The
Buffalo Bills took a significant
step Sunday in their attempt to
get back to the Super Bowl for
a third straight season, beating
the 49ers 34-31 Sunday. Page
8

PERSPECTIVE
FRANKFORT — In his column today, Associated Press
writer Mark R. Chellgren says
Gov. Brereton Jones has a tactic he commonly uses when he
wants to stake out the moral
ground on an issue. Page 4

FORECAST
Tonight: Mostly clear. Low in
the mid 60s. Light south wind.
Tuesday: Mostly sunny and
continued warm. High in the
upper 80s.

State's eight votes
attracting attention
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's ability to pick a winner in a presidential race has the
campaigns of both Bill Clinton
and George Bush giving the state
and its eight electoral votes plenty of attention.
The president, Barbara. Bush
and Democratic vice presidential
nominee Al Gore were in Kentucky last week. Clinton made a
Kentucky stop on his bus trip
after the Democratic convention
in July.
Leaders of both parties say
Clinton is still ahead in the state,
although his early margin has
dwindled.
Because Kentucky usually votes with the winner, it's a good
place to test messages, said
David Wofford, Kentucky director of the Clinton-Gore campaign.
"It's a real bellwether," he said.
"Except for (John) Kennedy,

when Democrats win the White
House, they carry Kentucky."
A more important reason is the
arithmetic of the Electoral
College.
"It's clear that both sides, in
figuring how they get to 270 (the
number of electoral votes needed
to win), have found Kentucky to
be critical," said U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConnell, Bush's Kentucky
chairman.
After three presidential elections in which the Republicans
dominated the South, the ticket of
an Arkansas governor and Tennessee senator has given the party
a firm foothold and put four
states with 44 electoral votes —
Kentucky, North Carolina, Georgia and Louisiana — clearly into
play.
In a race that both parties

Members of the Kentucky National Guard 614th MP division man their posts outside the Kentucky
State Penitentiary in Eddyville during Saturday morning's drift.

614th drills at Eddyville

(Cont'd on page 3)

Lodger & Times Managing Editor

EDDYVILLE, Ky. — Local National Guardsmen, often described as "weekend warriors,"
became weekend wardens for 27 hours at the
Kentucky State Penitentiary in Eddyville.
Over 100 members of the Murray-based
614th Military Police unit of the Kentucky
National Guard literally hit the grounds running
when the drill began at 9 a.m. Saturday morning. Within a half-hour, the Guardsmen were
positioned around the perimeter of the penitentiary, backed by M-60s mounted on Humvees
and their own personal M-16 rifles.
The drill, conducted annually for the past
eight years with the exception of last year

(due to the 614th's involvement in Desert
Storm), reflects the penitentiary's status as "our
primary mission in western Kentucky,", Said
Sgt. 1st Class Dennis. Smith of the 614th.
In case of rioting, earthquake, or any natural
disaster or event which broached or threatened
the security at the prison, the 6I4th's mission
is to have 40 soldiers at the site within three
hours, during which time the prison's own
security would be dealing with the situation.
Once there the Guard might merely need to
secure the area to prevent escapes. They might
be called upon to help the prison's own ESquad (emergency response team) search for
escapees, or they might have to move in and
(Cont'd on page 2)

Economists slightly trim economic growth projections
surveyed in late August projects the gross domestic product will expand by just 1.8 percent this year.
Associated Press Writer
The new projection was down from a 2 percent GDP
forecast in a survey last May. The GDP is the total
WASHINGTON — Many of the nation's top economic growth
goods and services produced in the United States
of
forecasters have trimmed already weak growth projections output
broadest measure of the nation's economic health.
for 1992 following the economy's summer slump, accord- and the
Economic growth slowed to a 1.4 percent annual rate
ing to a survey released today.
the April-June quarter, less than half of the 2.9 perduring
The National Association of Business Economists said
rate in the previous three months. Many analysts
the median forecast of the 49 professional forecasters cent
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Kauai residents dig out after Iniki

Cooling his heels

By BEN DU:4E7RO
Associated Press Writer

LAKE LEVELS

LIHUE, Hawaii — Troops
patrolled and helped clean up
neighborhoods devastated by
Hurricane Iniki and officials
tended to more than 7,000 people
in shelters as Kauai took its first
halting steps toward normality.
Federal officials said 10,000
homes were badly damaged when
Hawaii's worst storm this century
blasted across the resort island
Friday. Most of the island's 70
hotels sustained serious damge.
"Wherever you look, it's
heartbreak alley," said Fred
Allen, who said he rode out the
hurricane in his bed with a bottle
of gin. "This was one hell of a

KENTUCKY LAKE
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By DANIEL T. PARKER

storm."
Limited phone service was
restored, giving the island's
52,000 residents their first link to
the outside world since the storm
hit. Water was restored to about
half the island, including Lihue,
the largest town. But it may take
more than a week to get Lihue's
power plant running, officials
said.
"We're getting some things
done, but every time we fix one
problem another one arises," said
Kauai Mayor JoAnn Yukimura.
Crews continued the daunting
task of cleaning up utility poles,
trees and pieces of buildings that
gave way under Iniki's sustained
wind of 130 mph and gusts to
160 mph.

The hurricane was blamed for
at least three deaths, including
one 80 miles southeast on Oahu.
and 98 injuries.
Roy Price, vice director of
state Civil Defense, said one
priority would be to deliver tarps
and plastic sheets to damaged
homes before rain showers from
a tropical depression reach Kauai
later today.
Federal disaster officials, criticized for slow response to Hurricane Andrew, directed a roundthe-clock airlift of supplies. Maj.
Gen. Edward Richardson,
Hawaii's adjutant general, said
836 National Guard troops were
brought in to assist in the cleanup
operations.

Bosnians, Serbs may boycott talks

CTRI7S AlIALI/Ledger & Times photo

David Robinson of Murray cools off Sunday after riding 100 miles
In the Diabetes Bike-A-Thou, sponsored by the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. This is Robinson's 11th time to compete, and
every year except one, he's ridden 100 miles.

SARAJEVO, Bosnia Herzegovina (AP) — Mortar
shells slammed into downtown
streets Monday despite U.N.
supervision of the heavy Serb
weaponry ringing Sarajevo. At
least three people were killed and
32 wounded.
Meanwhile, the leader of Serb
rebels in Bosnia joined the beleaguered republic's president in
threatening to boycott peace talks
this week in Geneva.

Radovan 1Caradzic, leader of
Bosnia's Serb rebels who have
seized some two-thirds of Bosnian territory, warned that he
would boycou the Geneva talks if
the international community
imposed a total flight ban on Serbian military flights in Bosnian
airspace.
Karadzic's warning came after
Alija Izetbegovie, Bosnia's
Muslim president, also threatened
to stay away from Geneva

because of continuing Serb
attacks by artillery, tanks and
warplanes.
Bosnian government defense
officials blamed Serb gunners in
the hills for shelling Sarajevo,
where residents had ventured
onto the streets after a three-day
lull in fighting.
There was no immediate independent confirmation of who was
responsible for the shelling.
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athletics," Strickland said.
The board also approved
changes in the contract of Scott
Edgar, the university's head
basketball coach.
Regents extended Edgar's contract by one year to four and
increased the bonus Edgar will
receive if his team wins the OVC
tournament and advances to the
NCAA tournament from two to
214 months' salary. Edgar will
also receive a $5,000 bonus if the
Racers win all their OVC games
and the OVC tournament and a
$1,000 bonus if he's chosen the
conference's Coach of the Year.
During his report to the board.
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(Cont'd from page 1)
reclaim the grounds from rioting
prisoners.
"It all depends on what the
situation is," Sgt. Smith said,
adding that the Guard would be
under the,,direction of the prison's warden.
The 614th moved through various potential scenarios on Saturday and Sunday, sharing time at
the medium-security facility near
Fredonia as well as on the prison
grounds itself.
The Guard even spent the night
camped on the softball field of

Economists...
(Cont'd from page 1)
for The Dun & Bradstreet Corp.
The survey results were presented at NAK's annual, meeting
in Dallas and made available in
Washington.
The latest survey found that
the forecasters believe the economy will expand by 2.7 percent
in 1993, down from 3 percent in
the May poll.
Duncan said the forecasters
saw two main reasons why the
economy will strengthen somewhat in 1993. Nearly one-half
attributed a faster expansion to
lower interest rates.
He said an additional 45 percent believe the shrinkage of
structural imbalances — such as
debt burdens, government deficits
and depressed real estate values
— would contribute to the
recovery.

It's Sesame Street Week
at

percent from a year ago. White
of the associate of science in
Hall, a co-ed dormitory housing
agriculture degree.
students 21 or older, will have •A recommendation was
24-hour visitation.
approved to name Room 223 of.
•MSU was authorized by the
the Martha Layne Collins Center
board to apply for a $500,000 for Industry and Technology in
grant from the Rural Electrificahonor of Briggs and Stratton and
tion Administration to enlarge the
Room 206 in honor of the Bank
university's interactive television
of Murray. Both companies gave
network.
donations toward equipment and
•The board appointed Marcie
furnishings for the center.
Johnson interim director of the - •The board approved resolutions
Center for International Proghonoring the work of Donna
rams, Allan Beane interim direcHerndon, who recently left her •
tor of -sponsored programs, Harpost in alumni affairs at the uniold Eversmeyer interim chairman
versity to take a position with the
of biological sciences and Jeffrey
Calloway County Schools, and
former members who were not
Anderson chairman of chemistry.
reappointed to the current board.
•The board approved the creation

1614th drills at Eddyville.
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Kurth said the university is
expecting a record rise in enrollment level this fall, partly due to
an increase in the number of nontraditional students.
When asked whether the additional students will mean more
money, Kurth Said "it's a hope,
but it's too early to tell."
In other business:
.Regents approved Kurth's
recommendation to eliminate five
university programs with low
enrollment levels.
*Residence hall visitation was
extended by two hours each day
in an effort to boost occupancy in
on-campus housing. The occupancy rate is 86 percent, down 4

JCPenney
Murray

•

the prison, which made a nervous
night for some. "We got sleep,"
Smith said. "Some sleep." The
drill proceeded during the darkness, Smith added, with some
soldiers being called away from
the peniteritiaryoto return to the
Fredonia site.
While never under any threat
from•the inmates, Smitlusaid the
experience was a learning one for
some of the Guard, including
Gen. William DeZarn, commander of the Kentucky National
Guard who flew in Saturday
afternoon to watch part of the
Here are bite-sized glances
at the annual assessment of
Kentucky schoolchildren.
Results of one part of the
assessment — multiple-choice
and short-essay questions
taken by Kentucky children in
grades 4, 8 and 12 last spring
— are to be announced by
EdUcation Commissioner Thomas Boysen on Thursday.
Parts of the
annual assessment
'Multiple-choice and shortessay questions.
•Ferformance tasks, which
require students working individually and in groups to solve
problems against a deadline.
•Fortfolios that present each
student's best work during the
school year.
Principles of the program
"Measures student progress
and school success.
'Will form part of "baseline"
for evaluation of schools.
'Schools that do well get
rewards. Others get help or, in
extreme cases, penalties.
•No child "fails"; each is
placed in a "performance
level." Lowest level recognizes child as a beginner, not a
failure.
Performance levels
*Distinguished — Highest
level. Student has deep understanding of concept or process
and can complete all important
parts of a task. Can think concretely and abstractly, communicate well, analyze and interpret information.
*Proficient — Student understands important concepts. Can
do almost all of a task, communicate concepts clearly.
•Apprentice — Student has
gained more understanding.
Can do some important parts
of a task.
*Novice — Student is beginning to show an understanding
of new information or skills.

exercise.

yearly.

"I think he was a little bit
shocked," Smith said of DeZarn's
first, trip to the penitentiary.
"Y'know, it's a very bad place ...
I'd rather go to the dentist than
go over there."

"We're learning each other,"
Smith said of the interaction with
the prison's E-Squad and the
Kentucky State Police. "We're
learning how they work, they're
learning how we work."
And each hopes the Work
always maintains its "practice"
status.

All in all, Smith said DeZarn
was "real pleased" with the
614th's performance. Smith himself called the weekend training
mission "a go," and said the
cooperation between the agencies
and the ease with which the operation is conducted increases

Facing the truth: Boysen
warns about test results
By CHARLES WOLFE
Asorniatod Prose Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
state this week will make public
the first results of groundbreaking tests school children across
Kentucky took last spring.
They. were designed to show
statewide performance in reading,
math, science and social studies.
For months, Education Commissioner Thomas Boysen has
been trying to lower expectations.
His message to parents and public officials: Get ready to face the
truth.
The results will show Kentucky schools have far to go, in part
because they are aiming for
world standards, Boysen said.
"We're the first state that's
chosen to play basketball with
10-foot goals," Boysen said.
"The others are shooting at sixfoot goals. The world standard
now is 10-foot goals."
Some 140,000 students in
grades four, eight and 12 took the
tests last spring, answering
multiple-choice and short essay
questions in the four subject
areas.
Fewer than 10 percent will be
reported this week as proficient
or distinguished. Boysen and Ed
Reidy, his associate commissioner for the new school assessment
program, told legislators recently.
The vast majority of students
will be in two lower groupings —
apprentice and novice.
"To me, that's not bad news,"
Reidy said.
The assessment program could
have been delayed a few years,
time for the new wrinkles of the

0.

1990 Kentucky Education
Reform - Act to hive some measurable effect.
But Reidy and Boysen said the
General Assembly demanded a
transformation of Kentucky
schools, which required a frank
inward look.
The program was launched this
year in order "to face the truth,
someffiing that hasn't been done
in any other state in the nation,"
Reidy said.
Kentucky broke from traditional, standardized achievement
tests, opting for a system that
would measure school success as
well as student progress.
The student-assessment portion
has three components: the tests
that will be discussed Thursday;
''performance tasks," which
require students/ working individually and in groups to solve
problems on a deadline, and portfolios of student work collected
throughout the year.
Results of performance tasks
and portfolio reviews are to be
announced in October and
November. They will be combined with Thursday's test scores
to form part of a statistical baseline on each school. Information
about dropouts, attendance and
retention rates, among other
things, also are to be factored in.
In coming years, school
employees will be rewarded or
penalized according to the
amount of progress, or lack of it,
between assessment periods.
Test results to be released
Thursday are just the starting
point, Boysen said. The really
important scores, he said, will
come in subsequent years.
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"We hope we never have to go
for real," Sgt. Smith said, "but at
least they (614th personnel) have
got the upper hand as far as
knowing how the place is."
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Informal meeting may jeopardize racing decision

News of the World
HELPING HAND •
SOUTH - FLORIDA EXTENDS
painful aftermath, of its own hurri-

MIAMI — South Florida, still mired in the
cane, has extended a helping hand to faraway Hawaiian neighbors ravaged
by a monster named Iniki. "We wrote the book on being a disaster area,"
said Alex Muxo, city manager of Homestead, Fla., which stood smack in the
path of Hurricane Andrew three weeks ago today. "We're dealing with it
night and day," said Muxo, whose small, sun-kissed city hall now looks like
a military command post. "And we've received so much help and assistance
from all over the country. We're now in a position to give some help to
someone else." The city manager said he could sand three or four key people to Hawaii to pass along what Homestead has learned about disaster
relief. He said he had triad to contact the Hawaii governor's office, but
hasn't been successful.

S JOBS
CANDIDATES CROSS PATHS, STRES
votes in West Coast

President Bush and Democrat Bill Clinton are vying for
states by stressing jobs in a region hard hit by the nation's long-lasting economic downturn. The paths of the two candidates were crossing today in
California and Oregon, states where polls show Clinton leading. Bush, trying
to mount a come-from-behind victory, wants to paint Clinton and running
mate Al Gore as environmental extremists more interested in protecting
endangered species than U.S. jobs. He also wants to portray them as candidates seeking to gut an already devastated defense industry, one of the
main reasons for California's economic distress. Clinton, trying to solidify his
lead in those states, will emphasize Bush's economic stewardship over the
past four years, aides said.

'SHINING PATH' LEADER CAPTURED
of Peru's dead-

LIMA, Peru — Abimael Guzman, the feared supreme leader
ly Shining Path guerrillas, stood in a bare jail cell, docilely shedding his shirt
to reveal rolls of fat. As state television showed videotape of the captured
rebel chieftain, President Alberto Fujimori heaped scorn on him in a nationwide address Sunday night. He labeled the 57-year-old Guzman an "evil
genius" who led idealistic young people into a bloody rebellion. It was scene
few could have imagined in July, when the rebels launched their most violent offensive in Uma since taking up arms in 1980. A wave of car bombings
killed at least 45 people, injured hundreds and panicked the capital's middle
class. Analysts agree that Guzman's capture Saturday night was a severe
blow for the hemisphere's most dangerous guerrilla organization. Fearing
revenge attacks, the government put the armed forces and police on full
alert.

Local News Roundup
HEATER
HOMEOWNER REPORTS PROBLEM WITH
St. Saturday at 9:16

The Murray Fire Department was called to 1011 Sharpe
p.m. where the home's owner had called reporting a problem with a gas
heating unit. Firemen checked the gas leads and found no problem. They
advised the owner to contact service personnel.

STORE
FIREMEN ABSORB GAS SPILL NEAR Mart
on U.S.
Firemen from the Murray Fire Department were called to Minit
641 North Saturday at 11:36 p.m. According to reports, approximately five
gallons of gas had spilled. Firemen used absorbent pads to remove the spill.

Crittenden may want waste site
MARION, Ky. (AP) — Crittenden County has joined a short
list of county governments and
Indian tribes telling the government it might be interested in
housing a nuclear waste site.
"All we're saying is to look at
it," Crittenden County JudgeExecutive John May said.
Because nuclear waste is so
unwelcome, the federal government is offering a basket of
plums as persuasion.
The community that agrees to
take the waste is promised
improved highways, assistance
for public schools, cleanup of

MONI)AY, SEPTEMBER 141992

existing pollution problems,
health care and recreation programs, tax subsidies and direct
cash payments.
The government will build an
industrial park to house the site.
It could employ several hundred
workers.
And the government offers
$200,000 to a community just to
study whether it wants the waste.
That's what Crittenden Fiscal
Court agreed to do earlier this
month after the fiscal court in
neighboring Union County twice
voted not to apply for the study
money.

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — An
informal meeting held the day
before the Kentucky Racing
Commission voted not to give
1993 racing dates to two harness
tracks could place those decisions
in jeopardy.
Five of the commission's 11
members talked with representatives of some racetracks and with
one another at an Aug. 31 meeting. Before the day was over, a
sixth commissioner was called.
Notice about the meeting was
not given to the public or to all
the racetracks. The meeting was
apparently an extension of the
dates committee, the committee
assigned to recommend 1993 racing date to the whole racing
commission.
But the committee never voted
on which dates to recommend for
which tracks, said John T.L.
Jones Jr., chairman of the dates
committee. "There was no decision reached, except in my mind,
as to what I was going to recommend," he said.

As a resultrnhen Racing Commission Chlirman Wayne G. Lyeter III asked for the comments of
the dates committee and Jones
made recommendations to the
whole commission on Sept. 1, he
was speaking only for himself.
Kentucky law requires that
meetings of public agencies be
open to the public. The law
broadly defines a meeting as "all
gatherings of every kind." It
includes gatherings "held in anticipation of or in conjunction with
a regular meeting." The law goes
on to say that meetings of a quorum, or majority, "at which any
public business is discussed ...
shall be public meetings."
An attorney general's opinion
says conferring by telephone can
constitute a meeting under the
law. If that opinion applies to the
telephone conversation that
brought the sixth commissioner
into the discussion Aug. 31, the
commission would have created a
quorum.
Under the law, actions taken at

meetings that. violate the public
meetings requiremend "shall be
voidable" by a court.
The Lexington Herald-Leader
reported Sunday that a group
wanting to build a harness track
in Prestonsburg requested a meeting that day to present its proposal. Representatives of Ellis Park
in Henderson and Turfway Park
in Florence, both thoroughbred
tracks, also requested a hearing
that day.
Various people at the commission's offices Aug. 31, including
some of the commissioners, say
five commissioners were there:
Lyster, Jones, C. Bruce Hundley,
Carl E. Bowman and Glenn S.
Bromagen.
"I had come to some conclusions, my own conclusions. ... I
personally wanted to get other
commission members' feelings,','
Jones said about his reason for
discussing 1993 racing dates that
day.
Lyster and Jones say Nathan
Sholar, another commissioner,

State's eight votes...
(Cont'd from page I)
expect to be close, every bundle
of electoral votes is important,
and each side can lay strong
claim to Kentucky. Its voter
registration is VA -to-1 Democratic, but it has voted Republican in
seven of the last nine presidential
elections.
Recent history favors Bush. In
1988, the GOP's third straight
win in the state, the president and
Vice President Dan Quayle ran
stronger in Kentucky than in...the
nation as a whole.
But Democrats' two recent
Kentucky victories came when
their ticket was led by Southerners Lyndon Johnson and Jimmy
Carter. Gable said Clinton and
Gore "don't have accents" as far
as most Kentuckians are concerned, and that makes the state a
hotter battleground than Usual.
Clinton also is less liberal than
the party's last two nominees,
making him more acceptable to
conservative Democrats. Republicans, however, are trying to paint
the Democrats, especially Gore,
as tax-and-spend liberals and
environmental radicals.
"Clinton's major choice ... was

the most environmentally extremist person, if not on Capitol Hill,
certainly in the United States
Senate, and the biggest spender
two years running in the United
States Senate," Gable said.
"This is not a guy who is a mainstream candidate."
But Gore is no stranger in the
nearly 200,000 Kentucky households that watch Tennessee television stations — many of them
in areas of western Kentucky that
have voted Republican recently.
Those people'are likely to trust
the judgment of their culturally
similar neighbors across the state
line — that Gore is no extremist,
said Lexington lawyer Steve
Miller, a key figure in Clinton's
Kentucky campaign.
Statewide, Gore has a base in
the 146,000 Democrats who voted for Min in Kentucky's 1988
presidential primary. Clinton's
choice reassured many Kentuckians about him, especially in the
western part of the state, Miller
said.

was'called during the day and
consulted on awarding dates to
Riverside Downs, a harness track
in Henderson. Lyster said Sholar
was called because "we were
looking for some guidance," concerning Riverside Downs.
"He said Riverside Downs
shouldn't have a license," Lyster
recalled about the conversation
with Sholar. Sholar discussed
what'he would do at the meeting
the next day. — When the motion
is made, I'm going to second
Lyster said Sholar told him
"And he did," Lyster said. When
the vote was taken at the publiL
meeting Sept. 1, the commission
voted 8-2 to deny Riverside's
dates. The Prestonsburg group
also was denied dates for its
proposed track.
The racing commission also
has failed to announce meetings
of the dates committee. Committee meetings are covered under
the law. Jones, the committee
chairman, said it has met three or
four times.

NEW HOURS
Starting September 14

August Moon
will be open every day
Lunch Hours:
Sunday-Friday 11 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
Sat. 12-2:30 p.m.
Dinner Hours:
Sunday-Thursday 4:30-9 p.m.
Friday & Saturday 4:30-10 p.m.
-

Lunch Buffet

Lunch Special

$3.35 and

up

$4.50 All You Can

Eat

August Moon
Chinese Restaurant
Olympic Plaza • 759-4653

1992 or 1993
Ford Taurus and Mercury Sable...

"Since you're
here all the
time anyway, \
we decided
to give you
an office."

development is renown in the industry for
creating innovative copiers that work...and
work...and keep on working.
machine is perfect. But Toshiba has come
If you're frustrated with your current
as close to trouble-free operation as you
copier — or have sim ly outgrown it —
can get. What's more, Toshiba designs its
you owe it to yoursel to take a look at
copiers to open wide like a clamshell.
a
Toshiba today Contact us for a noThis gives you quick access to all major
obligation copier demo...
components. without getting
IBA
TOSH
and see how you can learn
your clothes dirty!
to love copying again!
ERS
COPI
Toshiba's research and

If your copier needs homed service...
YOU need a hotter Wm Of course, 140

•,:lectronic AM/FM Stereo/Cassette
• Rear arida?' Defroster
•Power Windows/Locks/Drivers Seat

•30 L EFI V-6 Engine
•Automatic Overdrive Transaxie
•Onver's Side Air Bag (SRS)

Now you can drive a new Ford Taurus or Mercury Sable every two years.
See us about a Red Carpet Lease today.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Since 1928

"Ask your neighbors about their Toshiba"
Mayfield
247-5912

Ky. 1-800-633-7296
Tenn. 1-800-858-0492
FAX 1-502-247-0409

Phillip Jones, Sales Representative (502)753-3166
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Washington Today

Voters take promises
with a pinch of salt
By STEVEN KOMAROW
Associated Press News Analysis

WASHINGTON — Back in 1989, Virginia political-consultant Ed
DeBolt tossed an extra question into one of his polls.
How many voterS, in a state that went overwhelmingly for George
Bush the previous fall, actually believed the presiden(s then-fresh
promise of "Read My .Lips — .No New Taxes'"
"Seventy-two percent of the people didn't think he was telling the
truth even before he decided to raise taxes," recalls DeBolt,
Republican.
Bush, of course, went on to break his sow.
Virginia, according to both Democrats and Republicans, ill end up
in Bush's column again this November.
This is normal.
It seems that mawy voters view the promises ot political courtship
much as they view them in romantic courtship, as signals of intentions. And they know that not everything uttered in passion, whether
in a romance or in the heat of debate, becomes a binding contract.
And the politicians know they can't guarantee results. Their promises are a code, a part ot a complex and continually changing relationship with the public.
Of course, they tell people what they want to hear.
Both Bill Clinton and George Bush promise to improve schools,
fight crime, promote industry and cut out the waste in gosernment.
Clinton says he'll push for unisersal health insurance. Bush says
he'll cut out the frivolous lawsuits that help dose up health costs.
Clinton is promising 8 million jobs. Bush is promising to shrink
government and cut taxes.
But those words tell them more.
Stan Renshon, a professor and the coordinator of the political psychology program at the City University of New York Graduate Center,
says voters look at the promises, but also beyond them, in their search
for leadership.
"I'm one of those who behese that soters are quite sophisticated."
said Renshon.
They backed Ross Perot because "they want to hase the hope that
somebody can get things done," he said. They changed their minds
about him once his weaknesses were exposed in stories about, among
other things, how Perot investigated other people.
Accordingly. Bush and Clinton make promises to compensate for
their own weaknesses and to capitalize on their opponent's.
Bush, of course, must live down the dismal economic record of his
first term, but Renshon says that's possible — by promising to focus
his second term on the domestic as he did on foreign affairs.
"He's got to convince people of that," he said, and that might be
enough. "If he does that, will he in fact succeed.' That's a whole different question."
For Clinton, "one of the downsides for the American public is the
memory of the government being involsed in a sery heasy way ...
with results that were problematic," he said. "Posen} didn't cease to
exist. Homelessness developed."
Bush's promises are, at least in part, aimed at drawing distinctions
between him and Clinton that reinforce the predisposed public distrust
Clinton inherits from other Democrats.
"The public, I think, generally thinks Republicans will do a slightly
better job holding down government spending and taxes than the
Democrats do," DeBolt said.
Not even the president's own spokesman took Bush's latest no-tax
pledge as the final word, DeBolt points out. But it helps convince voters that Bush is less likely to dip into their pockets than Clinton would
be.
Clinton's promises, meanwhile, are designed in part to remind voters of Bush's failures, especially the high unemployment rate. And
when he promises to cut the size of the White House staff — something Bush now says he'll do also — it's designed in part to separate
himself from those Democratic big-government hobgoblins of the
past.
In the end, "it becomes an issue of who you trust to try," Renshon
said.
For at least a few voters, it promises to be a tough decision.
• • • •
congressional correspondent currently
AP
a
(Steven KOIRM0119 Is
assigned to cover the presidential campaign.)
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FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gov.
Brereton Jones has a tactic he
commonly uses when he wants to
stake out the moral high ground
on an issue.
He first promises an open mind
and a willingness to compromise
controversial items. But he concludes by questioning the motivation and integrity of anyone who
disagrees with him.
So it was again last week when
Jones outlined his long-awaited
health-care package.
It is not perfect. Jones told his
Commission on Health Care
Reform. He will listen to reasonable alternatives. But beware
those who oppose it, he said.
"Please," he said, "don't let a
few telephone calls turn your
courage into something less than
it ought to be."
In the past, this sort of drawing
a line in the moral sand has led to
some bizarre confrontations. The
thing is, this time Jones didn't
need to do it.
As Sen. Benny Ray Bailey
noted after the meeting last week,
"I think if you'd let the people
vote on it, it would pass tomorrow. Universal coverage for basic
services at a cost you can afford,
I don't think you'll find anybody
against that."
The problem comes in the
details, said Bailey, the General
Assembly's acknowledged expert
on health-care issues.

premiums. Administration officials insist there is no intention to
run those companies out of business, but they also will not define
what businesses can expect relief.
And what about people who.
for one reason or another, decide
not to buy insurance? "Some
types of sanctions" will be
imposed on those people, said
Cabinet Secretary Kevin Hable.
But they will not be allowed to
die at the hospital door. Care will
be provided and paid for. But
again, details are yet to be
resolved.

CAPITOL IDEAS
•

Mark R. Chellgren

An Associated Press News Analysts

According to Census Bureau
The Jones proposal can be
there were 92,600 peoestimates,
without
merits
its
on
defended
ple from the six states that border
resorting to questioning the
Kentucky by land who travel into
critics.
the state for their jobs. (Missouri
By the same token, in some
was not included.) Are Kentucky
ways the audacity of The package
might be best acknowledged by , employers going to be expected
And that may be the most valid
to provide insurance coverage to criticism of the Jones proposal.
the number of critics it has
those workers as well?
already drawn. Lawyers don't
Right now, it is a fill-in-the-blank
Of greater concern are the esti- package. The Commission on
like it; doctors and hospitals
mated 104,250 Kentuckians who Health Care Reform is supposed
don't want to talk about it; busicommute to jobs in other states. to supply some of the answers.
ness people fear it.
To be sure, the package has Their employers won't be cov- The General Assembly may
ered by Kentucky's laws and answer others. And a somewhat
some holes.
won't have the obligation to pro- ill-defined health-care authority
The whole focus is to require
insurance. Will they be pen- will have to answer the
vide
for
coverage
insurance
medical
everyone in Kentucky. Virtually alized for their workplace?
remainder.
The planned fallback position
all employers will have to proJones and his administration
vide the coverage for workers, from mandatory insurance coverbut individuals will be responsi- age is a tax on all employers of first said they would unveil this
ble for their own protection. Poor S120 per month for each employ- plan months ago, then blamed
people will have coverage paid ee. The estimated cost of insur- delay on legislators who were
ance coverage is $108 per month attending an out-of-state conferfor by the state.
But there appears to be no pro- for each person. Again, a tax ence. They insisted that Jones'
vision for people who live in could penalize employers whose injuries suffered in a helicopter
Kentucky and work in other workers live elsewhere or Ken- crash did not delay its
states or those who commute into tuckians who work in other presentation.
And now the administration
Kentucky for work from their gates.
the legislature to enact a
employers
the
wants
there
are
Then
numbers
The
homes elsewhere.
who can't afford to pay insurance plan in early November.
are not insignificant.
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And the loser is...

What it cost Fox Television to
produce last Sunday's Emmy
Award broadcast should be
counted against Federal Election
Commission spending limits for
the Clinton-Gore presidential
campaign.
In addition to bashing President Bush and their favorite
target, Vice President Dan Quayle, the Hollywood elite even got
in some retroactive bashing of
former President Ronald Reagan,
whom they hate because his ratings were higher than theirs.
By far the most ludicrous line
came backstage from Candice
Bergen (a.k.a. Murphy Brown). It
will be recalled that Vice PresiQuayle was ridiculed by
dent
Sept. 2; Courier Democrat, Russellville, Ark., on the presidential some last spring for saying that
campaigns:
the network comedy glorified
Time was that voters got a vacation from politics between the last out-of-wedlock motherhood by
of the major party presidential nominating conventions and the gener- showing Brown happily giving
al election campaign. June and July were convention months. August birth to a child whose father was
was a peaceful interlude. Campaigning began on Labor Day.
not her husband.
Those days are apparently gone forever. The electorate is the loser,
After receiving one of two
it seems to us. So, too, are the candidates. By the time Election Day Emmys for her show, Bergen
arrives, voters will be victims of an overload, not of information but reacted to the criticism from
of image-making "sound bites," which will show up in print as well Quayle and other conservatives:
as on the air and the tube.
-Those were the same people
Worse yet, candidates lose their human form and become image
who not only took jabs at me and
caricatures created by "spin doctors" from the two competing camps. mine, but the entire (Hollywood)
Each camp will continue to paint its candidate as savior and the oppo- community. So fair is fair."
nent as threatening the nation with disaster.
Fair? When did the Hollywood
Let's face it. however. Neither candidate can do it alone. Each must "community" start practicing fairhave a team to manage the executive branch departments and agen- ness? The number of Republican
cies. How good will these teams be? How well will either candidate conservatives allowed into this'
lead the team he selects? Those are personal decisions each voter must community could meet in a phone
reach,.
booth.
To fill space or time and, as applicable, requirements demanded by
Nightly and daily, on television
die inns of she licenses, the media in their competition for audience and in movies. the Hollywood
attention offer an overload of political noise which that audience has community dumps the cultural
learned to tune out. And too often, especially on television, the noise equivalent of tons of raw sewage
nods to reflect doe bias of the presenters.
into die minds of millions of
We pie for "the good old days."
Americans. And when one politi-

World Editorial Roundup

.

Jones should defend package on its merits

cal figure dares to criticize Holly- correct: "I'll just sit here and
watch the news. Katie Couric
wood's product, he is treated as a
filled in for Tom Brokaw last
th*.at. Actually, Hollywood is the
night and I'm hoping for two in a
threat — it has been mugging
row."
decency. for two decades.
On comes a report of Vice
The Emmys were only a warmPresident Quayle's remarks in
up. "Murphy Brown" intends to
devote its fall opener to the Vice which he criticized "Murphy
Brown." Included is a sound bite
President's criticism.
Quayle's speech. Frank and
of
I have obtained a copy of the
script of the season premiere, Murphy are shocked. Murphy
scheduled to air Sept. 21. A cover complains that she "agonized"
letter on Warner Bros. stationery over her decision to have the
and signed by executive produc- baby (but not apparently to have
ers Steven Peterman and Gary sex with the child's father).
Frank then delivers this nifty
Dontzig says, "Dear Reader: We
implore you to keep the contents liule editorial: "Murph, I don't
of this script strictly confidential. blame you for being angry, but
If any of this material finds its consider the source. This is the
way to the press, Murphy Brown man who gave a speech to the
will not get the ratings it United Negro College Fund and
deserves." Wouldn't that be a said, 'What a waste it is to lose
one's mind.' Then he spent the
pity?
There are supposed to be sev- rest of his term showing the
eral versions of the script, and country exactly what he meant.
the copy I received may not be Tomorrow he'll probably get his
identical to the final version head stuck in his golf bag and
you'll be old news."
broadcast, but it offers a preview
Murphy then goes to take a
.
of coming attractions.
As the scene opens. Murphy is shower, but the producers aren't
playing with her new baby. finished. She later does her own
Frank, her friend and co-worker, editorial on her show, "FYI."
Murphy interviews "a dozen or
offers to watch the child while
single parents (some perhaps
so
Murphy takes a shower. He
doesn't mind. He is politically with children)." notes the script.

S v-•••

"They work, they struggle, they
hope to give their children the
kind of life we all want for our
children. And these are the people we should be paying attention
to," intones Murphy.
This show should receive an
Emmy for distortion. According
to the producers of "Murphy
Brown," it seems single parents
have more to teach us than twoparent families. Maybe in Hollywood, but not in real life. The
fact is — economically, emotionally and in every other way — it
is better for a child to have a
mother and father in the home
and for that child to be born into
a stable family.
But then Hollywood never did
get it. As writer Ben Stein has
noted, "The super-medium of
television is spewing out the messages of a few writers and producers (literally in the low hundreds), almost all of whom live in
Los Angeles. Television is not
necessarily a mirror of anything
besides what those few people
think. The whole entertainment
component of television is dominated by men and women My
have a unified, idiosyncratic view
of life. When a viewer understands that television is not supposed to be a facsimile of life bat
instead is what a Hollywood producer thinks life is, the viewer
can then understand the match or
mismatch between television and
what he knows to be true."
"Murphy Brown" won two
Emmys. But those who watch
this stuff and believe its message
are the losers.
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Calloway County will be the
featured county in the September/
October issue of Back Home In
Kentucky magazine, a publication
celebrating its 15th anniversary this
year. Written by Melanie Ellingsworth, a recent Murray State University graduate and employee of
the Murray Tourism Commission,
the article is accompanied by a
number of colorful photographs
showing the beauty and diversity of
the county.
Single copies of the September/

Skydiver dies when
parachute fails to open
RIPLEY, W.Va. (AP) — A
skydiver's parachute apparently
failed to open and he fell about
7,500 feet to his death, officials
said Sunday.
Daniel Morris, 37, of Bidwell,
Ohio, was killed Saturday about
three miles west of Ripley,
according to a state police dispatcher who wouldn't identify
herself.
Witnesses said that after Morris' main parachute did not open,
he opened a reserve parachute too
late, said Jackson County Airport
manager Ralph Dennis.
Morris was diving with members of the West Virginia Skydiving Club, which jumps every
weekend at the airport, Dennis
said. He was believed to have
been an experienced skydiver,
Dennis said.

Pilot killed during
air show performance

October issue arc available through
the Chamber of Commerce while
they last, and most county residents
received a letter from the magazine
offering a free copy of the issue
featuring the Calloway County
spotlight.
Nanci Peterson Gregg, editor of
the magazine, was raised in Calloway County and graduated from
Murray State University. Her parents, Dr. and Mrs. Clell Peterson,
still reside in Murray. Peterson
writes the wildlife feature that appears regularly in the bi-monthly
publication.
"I'm delighted that we're featur-

ing my home County in this issue,"
Gregg said. "Murray and Calloway
County have so much to offer history, recreation, entertainment that I know all our readers will enjoy
becoming better acquainted with the
area"
Back Home in Kentucky each
month features articles about Kentucky history, travel around the
state, Kentucky literature: wildlife,
cooking, and more. For more information about the Calloway County
spotlight or the magazine contact
the Murray Tourism Commission at
753-5171 or Back Home in Kentucky at 800/229-9797.

All-You-Care-To-Eat
Breakfast & Fruit Bar
is only

$2.99 ,
$5.29

...$4.29 Also Gets AlloYou-CaresTgat Plate hunches
Which Includes Soup, Salad Fruit Bar!

We've
Moved!

Monday-Friday 11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
Customer Service Guaranteed

Hwy. 641 North

VL ASSOCIATES
consulting engineers / surveyors

402 Industrial Road
753-8050

HONEY',

753-9257
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CHICO, Calif. (AP) — A pilot
performing aerobatics was killed
when his plane crashed at an air
show, an official said.
The plane crashed Saturday
about a half mile southeast of the
Chico Municipal Airport while
more than 20,000 spectators
watched, said air traffic controller
Jeff Ferris.
A witness told KHSL-TV that
the pilot of a 12-foot-long jet was
performing a loop but never
pulled up.
A grass fire triggered by the
crash was put Out quickly and the
Chico Air Show resumed, Ferris
said. The show featured about
120 planes on display and 25
others performing. No other injuries were reported.
Chico is about 180 miles
northeast of San Francisco.

Diggers search
for ginseng in forests
BECKLEY, W.Va.(AP) — It's
ginseng time in the Appalachians,
time for diggers to search the
forests of West Virginia, Kentucky and Tennessee for the wild
herb that many Asians consider
medicinal.
"We expect a better than average year because of all the rain,"
said Bob Whipkey, a West Virginia assistant administrative
forester.
Whipkey said the price for
ginseng usually starts around
$150 a,pound for dried roots, but
it's selling for between $200 and
$240 a pound this year.
West Virginia alone has 92
dealers who buy from the diggers
or "sangers" and export the root,
Whipkey said.
"Ginseng is a part of mountain
lore," said dealer Tom Cook of
Summersville. "Hillbillies
always seemed to fish in the
spring and summer, dig ginseng
in the early fall and hunt deer in
late fall."

TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE (;UARANTEE!) FOR
ONE YEAR. Early surrender
charges apply.
1$5,000 minimurni

FARM
BUREAU
Same Rate Available On
I.R.A. ($50 minimum)
Hated: A+ (SUPERIOR)

Bob Cornelison

753-4703
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Monday-Friday
Saturday & Sunday

and
we're having
an
OPEN HOUSE
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15 mg tar", 12 mg nicotine ay pr cigarette by FTC method

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking
By Pregnant Women May.' Result in Fetal
Injury, Premature Birth, And Low Birth Weight.

While other brands raise prices, DORAL announces that we are
reducing our manufacturer's list price. At participating outlets, you
will enjoy a new everyday low price each time you buy DORAL, and
save up to $2.60 on every carton and 26c on every pack when you
hu-y without coupons.* That makes DORAL the everyday
lowest-priced top ten brand in America. In fact, it's priced as low or
lower than any other leading national branded savings cigarette!
And with our special coupon promotions, you'll receive even
greater value. So if you're a DORAL smoker already,thank you. If
you're a smoker who hasn't tried DORAL,there's never been a
better time. DORAL,the unbeatable combination of taste and value.
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MURRAY TODAY
'Parent Issues' program
to feature special parent

JO'S DATEBOOK
6

Cookie Wenneker, parent of a 25-year-old sop with mental retardation, will be featured speaker at "Parent Issues"•meeting on Wednesday. Sept. 16, from 2 to 4 p.m. in Room 322, Special Education
Building, Murray State University.
Ms. Wenneker has served on two statewide projects with the Interdisciplinary Human Development Institute helping community teams
refine
plan effectively for transition to adulthood and develop and
programs.
supported employment
- She is available to share with parents and professionals on strategies and program ideas from both personal experience and work with
families around the state.
et. ,ptca —assistance—me-hides- Parent/Profess-ional Partnerships;
Forming. Parent Support Groups; Parent Involvement in the IndiviuduAtual Transition Planning Process; Effective Transition Planning:
Supported
They;
are
Important
ludes and Expectation's — How
Employment — One parent's Perspective; Supported Employment —
PlanKey Issues of Concern to Patents and How to Address Them;
Options.
the
Know
ning for the Future —
WilAll interested persons are invited to attend, according to Peggy
liams, coordinator of the event.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
The Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday,
Sept. 15, at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce building. Bill Phillips,
attorney, will present a "Legal Forum." Tonight (Monday) at 6:30
p.m. the Planning and Social Committees will meet at 6:30 at Southside Manor to plan the calendar for November, December and January. The SOS is a support and social group for singles of all ages,
whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. The purpose
of the group is to- provide Pirstdve social -interaction and Stipp-Ott. All
singles are invited and encouraged to attend. For more information
about the location, call Pamela at 7638 or Jeanne at 753-0224.

First Baptist WMU plans events
WMU of First Baptist Church will have an Enlistment dinner on Thursday,
Sept. 17, at 6 p.m. in the Fellowship Hall of the church. This will be a potluck meal and all interested women of the church are invited to attend. The
WMU is having special programs for the Week of Prayer for State Missions
this week. The Rev. Terry Sills, director of missions of Blood River Baptist
Association, spoke on 'Migrant Ministries' at the Monday meeting with the
Lottie Moon Group, Larue Mitchell and Mary Nell Riley, co-leaders, in
charge. At the 9:30 a.m. program on Tuesday, Martha Moore will present
the program on 'Interfaith Witness, New Age, Jehovah's Witnesses and
Mormons.' The Thursday program at 9:30 a.m. will be on 'Love in Action,
Appalachian Ministry,' with Estelle Gray Group, Novella Morgan, leader, in
charge.

Ladies of Murray Country
Club plan weekly golf play
Ladies of Murray Country.
Club will play grilf on Wednesday. Sept. 16, at 9 a.m..
Those mit ItSted in the lineup but
desiring to play may come and be
paired at the tee.
The lineup ts- as follows:
Tee 10 - Martha Sue Ryan. Louise
LaVern Ryan and Rebecca
West,
Tee 12 - Shirley. .Jenstrom, Norma
Prank. Betty Scott and Hazel Hill.
. Tee 13- Billie Cohoon. Billie Wilson,
Rowena CtillOm and Bonnie Kessler:
Tee 14 - Mary Bogard. Betty Jo
Purdom, Della Miller and Inus Orr,
Tee 15 - Tonja Fike, Evelyn Jones
;rances Hulse and Betty Lowry

Lamb
'

Tee 16 - Dian* Villanove, Faira Aleand Toni Hopson;
Tee 1$ - Venola Sexton, Cathryn
Garrott, Terry Shertzer and Margaret
Shuffett

za

Winners of play on Wednesday, Sept. 9, have been released
as follows:'
Championship flight - Mary
Bogard, winner, thus On, runnerup:
First flight - Margaret Shuffett,
winner, Della Miller, runner-up:
Second flight - Betty Scott,
winner, Billie Cohoon, runner-up;
Third flight. Rowena Culitm,
%%inner. Ann Brown, runner-up.

•

CALENDAR
Monday, Sept. 14
First tailed Methodist Church
events include Matue Belle Hayes Circle/9:30 a.m., Adult
Exercise/5 p.m.; Reach-Out Callers 11 and Education Work Arear
,
p.m.
Hardin
p.m

City

Council/6

Monday, Sept. 14
First Baptist Church events
include Week ,of Prayer/9:30
a.m.: Saints Alive/11 a.m.: Betty
Sledd Group with Pam
WilliamsP p.m.; Praise/7'31) P m Memorial Baptist Church
events include Sunodeuo/8 p.m.

City Hall

First Christian Church events
include Boy Scout Troop 77/6:30
p.m. and Emmaus Team
Meeting/7 p.m.

Kara Christine Kovarik and
Douglas T. Hozvard to marry

Southwest meeting Thursday

Kovarik-Howard wedding
vows will be said Sept. 26

Southwest Calloway Elementary School Site Based Decision County
meeting will be Thursday, Sept. 17, at 6:30 p.m. at the church. Items on the
agenda include finance, SBDM goals, tobacco free campus discussion, and
overview of school year. Kent Barnes, principal at Southwest, urges all
members and interested persons to attend.

Art Guild meeting at Frazier home
The Murray Art Guild will have its regular monthly meeting on Tuesday.
Sept. 15, at the home of Dell Frazier in Kirksey. Each one should bring a
sack lunch and meet at the Art Guild at 11:15 a.m. at 103 North Sixth St.,
Murray, if you would like a ride to the Frazier home.

Mr. and 'Mrs. Bert Kovarik of Benton, Ill., announce the
Forthcoming marriage of their daughter, Kara Christine . Kovarik, to
Douglas T. Howard, son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Howard, also of Benton, 111.
Miss Kovarik is a 1991 Summa Cum Laude graduate of Murray
State University where she majored in psychology and minored in
business administration.
She is presently employed as a Training and Development Specialist,at ComSult Associates based in Murray, and is working toward a
master's degree in organizational communication at Murray State.
Mr. Howard earned his bachelor's degree in engineering physics
and business administration from Illinois State University in 1990. He
conducted post-graduate work at the University of Alabama, Huntsville, where he designed an experiment for space, sponsored by a joint
venture of Thiokol, McDonnell Douglas and NASA. The project was
launched from the Kennedy Space Center on the Houst and Consort
rockets in 1991.
He is currently completing research for a master's degree in
mechanical engineering at Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.,
and is employed at Vanderbilt Chemical, Murray.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, Sept. 26, at
North Benton Baptist Church, Benton, Ill.

Middle School TNT-8 meeting Tuesday
An orientation meeting for all parents of TNT Eighth Graders of Calloway
County Middle School will be Tuesday, Sept. 15, at 7 p.m. in the Middle
School Library. This will be an opportunity for parents to ask questions,
voice comments, concerns and goals concerning this program. 'Mark this
date on your calendar and come,' a parent said.

Quilt Lovers will meet Tuesday
Murray Quilt Lovers will meet Tuesday, Sept. 15, at 6 p.m. in the meeting
room of Calloway County Public Library. This meeting will be a time to catch
your breath and get all of those projects finished that you have been putting
oft for a rainy day, a member said. Persons may bring any project you wish
to finish. All interested persons are invited to attend.

Free blood pressure checks Tuesday
from 12
Free blood pressure checks will be given Tuesday, Sept. 15,
Sycamore and
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-Day Adventist Church,
South 15th Streets. This is a free service of the church.

Retirees will meet Tuesday

Alpha Mu t has supper event

and their
Retirees of Local 1068 and other locals of UAW-AFL-C10
Center,
Community
Ellis
at
noon
12
at
15,
Sept.
Tuesday,
meet
spouses will
will be
luncheon
potluck
A
Street.
Sycamore
located on Ellis Drive off
served, according to Violet Johnson, group spokesperson.

Murray High School events
include Freshmen Football at Fulton County/6:30 p.m.; Golf Team
at Fulton City; Academic Team
hosts Fulton and Lyon Counties.

Loh Holten
pride-elect Of
Eddie Allen
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier is
Bridal Registry

East Elementary SBC meeting Tuesday
East Calloway Elementary School will have its Site Based Decision meeting on Tuesday, Sept. 15, at 5:15 p.m. at the school. The agenda will
include tobacco free school/Calloway County School property, minutes,
election of secretary, student progress report card, committee reports and
staffing policy. All interested persons are invited to attend, according to Jim
Feltner, principal.

Sigma Department of Murray
Club/6:30
Woman's
p.m./Pagliai's.

Bingo games Tuesday

'milimports

Alcoholic Anonymous closed
meeting/8
discussion
p.m/American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
1nfo/753=8136 or 435-4314.

1205B Chestnut • 753-1851
(Cont'd on page 7)

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E. Broadway Mayfield
Evory Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Swish) *

Bingo games, sponsored by Knights of Columbus, will be Tuesday, Sept.
15, at 7 p.m. at the new K/C Building on Squire Hale Road, between South
Johnny Robertson Road and Oaks Road. The doors will open at 6 p.m.

lif

Coffee Break Tuesday

Helen Steffen, left, Kathie Fleming, president, Mary Vidmer,
recording secretary, and Helen Campbell, ways and means chairman, of Alpha Mu 64760 of Epsilon Sigma Alpha International
Sorority, are pictured at the potluck salad social for members and
husbands held Sept. 1, at the Steffen home. Members discussed
ways to raise money for St. Jude Children's Research Hospital,
Easter Seal, ESA Foundation for Scholarhips and supporting local
needs for Need Line, High School Graduation Night, glasses for
Lions Club, and several others. The chapter will meet Tuesday,
Sept. 15, at 7 p.m. at the home of Kathie Fleming, president, at
her home at Coldwater. Fleming will give the educational on
Johann Strauss. composer, known as the "Waltz King."

A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church on
Tuesday. Sept. 15, at 9:30 a.m. This weekly event is for all interested persons who meet for Bible study and refreshments.

Parents Anonymous Tuesday
The local chapter of Parents Anonymous has changed its meeting from
Monday to Tuesday of each week. The meeting will start at 6 p.m on Tuesday, Sept. 15. For more information call 753-0082.

Recovery to meet Tuesday
Recovery Inc., a self-help program for persons with nervous or emotional
symptoms, will meet Tuesday, Sept. 15, at 7 p.m. at Red Cross Chapter
House, 223 W. South St., Mayfield. This group meets each Tuesday. For
more information call 1-247-5469.

Children show pumpkin

247-8537

TOPS will meet Tuesday
Murray TOPS Club, Kentucky 834, will meet Tuesday, Sept. 15, at First
Presbyterian Church, Main and 16th Streets, Murray. Weigh ins begin at 6
p.m. TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) is an international non-profit weight
o ram and support group. For further information call 753-0854 or
ol program
-996
9tr
5n
7o
c

Women's Self Defense workshop planned
Rap* Victim Services and Chuck Robertson of Kentucky State Police will
present a Free Women's Self Defense Workshop. This workshop will offer
basic safety tips for women of all ages.(No men will be allowed at this training). The workshop will be Thursday, Sept. 17, from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. in
Room 500, Faculty Hall, Murray State University. For more information call
753-5777.

By

Gene Boaz
Professional Photography

Pageant planned on Sept. 26
The Ladies Auxiliary of Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad will have its
first Little Mr. and Miss Fire and Rescue Pageant on Saturday, Sept 26

eo-t*.4s444...Z.c4c

Registration will start at 8 a.m. with the pageant to begin at 9 a.m. Only
Murray and Calloway County boys and girls between the ages of 0 to 12 can
compete. There will be a Little Mr. and a Little Miss Fire and Rescue
crowned. All proceeds from the pageant will go back into the community
For more inforrnabon and age groups, call Jana Barnett at 753-0137

-Where the price and service
makes the pill easier to swallow "

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
753-4175
Glendale at WhItnroi
Hoofs: Mon -Fri. 9-7; Set. 9-5:30

Life House needs volunteers
Life House is in need of volunteers to train as counselors, according to
Phil Kilby, Life House director. The training consists of 20 hours which
in crisis pregnanaos carry their children to term
focuses on helping
skills used in counseling. For those
communication
on
is
Emphasis
interested, plasm contact Lite House, 1506 Chestnut St. Murray. phone
753-0700. before 4:30 p.m. on Thursday. Sept 10

Aar
Elks Gins's* Rob Gingles and Hunter Gingles are pictured with
this pumpkin, weighing 190 pounds, raised in their garden at the
Gingkis' hoot on Forrest Coleman Road. The pumpkins were
pistoled May 15 and harvested on Aug. U.

4 , .. .
----...-................r........ribaIikk. •
4
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Oaks Country Club ladies
plan golf and bridge play

LENDAR
CA
(Coned from page 6)
Monday, Sept. 14
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Education Unit, Murray Calloway County Hospital.
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer
Fire Department/6:30 p.m./Water
Valley Community Center.
PAL (Purchase AIDS Link)
Support Group/7 p.m./Lourdes
Paducah.
Hospital,
Info/1-444-2685.
Epilepsy Foundation of Western Kentucky Self-Help Group/7
p.m./basement classroom/Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Fresh Start (Smoking Cessation
Program)/ 5 : 30
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Info/762-1384.
Single Too meeting/7
p.m./Shoney's Restaurant. Info/
Celia, 753-6078, Sandy,
753-0817, or Beverly, 435-4228.
Tuesday, Sept. 15
Eagle Court of Honor for
Christopher Earl Brandon/6:30
p.m./First Christian Church.
Reception follows.
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and
Twos/9:30 a.m. and Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.
Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club/salad potluck
supper/6:30 p.m./club house.

Tuesday, Sept. 15
Ladies Bible Class/9:30
a.m./University Church of Christ.

Ladies' day events at the Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday,
Sept. 16.
The luncheon scheduled at 12
noon has been cancelled.
Bridge will be played at 9 a.m.
with Jean Holloway as hostess.
A golf scramble will start at
9:30 a.m. with Irene Woods as
hostess.
Players will be paired at the
tee.

Singles Group of Churchet of
Christ/potluck/6:30
p.m./University Church of Christ.
Golden Circle Class of Memorial Baptist Church/home of Joyce
Thomas.
First United Methodist Church
events include Mothers' Morning
0u1/9 a.m. and Adult Exercise/5
p.m.

and Hope Thorn, 502 Elm St.,
Brittany Christina
Murray.
Nichole Thorn
Mr. and Mrs. James Anthony
Virginia Elizabeth Thomas
Thorn of 1111 North Fifth St.,
parents
Mr. and Mrs.-Michael Dwayne
the
are
,
Apt. B, Murray
Thomas of Rt. 2, Paris, Tenn., are
of a daughter, Brittany Christina
Nichole Thorn, born on Monday, the parents of a daughter, Virginia Elizabeth Thomas, born on
Sept. 7, at 12:44 p.m. at Murray Saturday, Sept. 5, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The
six
pounds
six
Calloway County Hospital. The
baby weighedounces and measured 19 inches. baby weighed eight pounds two
ounces. The mother is the former
The mother is the former Melissa
are
s
brother
Mariam Flood. Grandparents are
Two
Renee Jones.
Jarad McLeod and Robert Mr. and Mrs. Lucien Thomas and
McLeod and a sister is Casey the late Virginia Eding, Paris.
Thorn. Grandparents are Rebecca Great-grandmothers are Mrs. Berand Edward Jones, Rt. 5, Murray, tie Deeter and Mrs. Virginia
•
Billy and Ann Thorn, Murray, Holtgrewe, Paris.

Murray Moose Lodge/8 p.m.
with officers at 7 p.m.
Murray High School events
include Golf at Christian County
and Soccer tripleheader with
Marshall County/girls at 4
p.m./J.V. at 6:30 p.m. and Varsity
at 7 p.m.

Murray State University Racer
Volleyball team plays Tennessee
State/7 p.m./Racer Arena.

Winners of golf play on Wednesday, Sept. 9, have been
released as follows:
Medalist - Irene Woods;
Championship flight - Sue
Wells;
First flight - Bronda Parker,
first, Sue Stone, second;
Second flight - Crystal Parks,
first, Martha Broah, second;
Third flight - Hazel Beale,
first, Anna Lou Coleman, second.

Two births announced

First Baptist Church events
include Week of Prayer program
and Mothers' Day Out/9:30 a.m.

Southeast Baroque Players from
Cape Girardeau/guest chamcr
concert/8 p.m./Farrell Recital
Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University. Admission free.
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Mrs. Michael Christopher Walther II,
the former Beverly Gayle Rayburn

Rayburn-Walther vows
said in church ceremony

MURRAY TODAY

MSU Dance Company open
Beverly Gayle Rayburn and Michael Christopher Walther II were
house/4 p.m. at dance studio. married Saturday, June 27, at Independent Presbyterian Church, Membehind Lovett Auditorium stage.
phis, Tenn.
Suburban Homemakers Club/7
62-4635.
Info/7
The Rev. Wayne Herring officiated. Music was by Scot Stout,
p.m./home of Lillian Dunn.
organist, Scott Moore, trumpeter, and Sandra Martin, soloist.
National Scouting Museum
The bride is the daughter of Doctors Mike and Gayle Rayburn of
South Murray Homemakers
:30 p.m.
a.m.-4
open/9
s, Tenn. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold R.
Memphi
Club/10 a.m./Homeplace
Douglass and the late Judge and Mrs. Waylon F. Rayburn, all of
Restaurant.
Land Between the Lakes' events
Murray.
Homeplace-1850, Woodinclude
The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Michael C. Walther of St.
Murray Planning Commission/7
Nature Center, and Golden
lands
Louis, Mo. He is the grandson of Mrs. Alyce K. Walther, the late Dr.
p.m./Murray City Hall.
Pond Visitor Center open daily.
Adam C. Walther, and the late Dr. and Mrs. Oliver Abel Jr., all of St.
602.
-924-5
Info/1
Louis.
Health Express of MurrayThe bride wore a hand-beaded gown of French Alencon lace and
at
al
Calloway County Hospit
a.m.-4
9
de soie with a cathedral length train and fingertip veil, all of
pcau
/open
Center
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center, Weaks
which she made.
p.m./for senior citizens'
Murray,/8-11:30 a.m. and
Her bouquet was of casablanca lilies, stephanotis, bridal white
es.
activiti
12:30-2:30 p.m.
roses, and trailing orchids with ivy.
Mrs. Kimberly W. Rexford of Houston, Texas, attended her cousin
Murray Optimist Club/12 noon/
Dexter Center/open at 9:30
ant.
matron of honor.
as
Restaur
a.m./for senior citizens' Homeplace
Bridesmaids were Miss Nicole Lipsey of Washington, D.C., Miss
activities.
re, Md., and
Cancer Support Group/3 Ashley Martin of Memphis, Miss Julie Rim ,of Baltimo
bride.
the
of
cousin
s,
Memphi
y
Wells,
Count
ay
Amy
Miss
Callow
p.m./MurrayHazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
The bridal attendants wore raspberry floor-length dresses made of
p.m./for senior citizens' Hospital.
shantung. Their bouquets were stargazer lilies, carnations and ivy.
activities.
The groom chose his brother, Sean Walther, as best man. Groomsmous/open
Anony
lics
Alcoho
men were Rob Alley of Nashville, Tenn., Stan Bjurstrorn and Steve
Murray Christian Women's
p.m./American Legion
g/8
meetin
even
Pozaric of St. Louis, and Doug Rayburn, Memphis, brother of the
Club luncheon/12 noon/S
Hall, South Sixth and Maple bride.
Seas.
Streets.
Ushers were Jon Crowder of Winter Haven, Fla., and Mark Wells,
Atlanta, Ga., cousin of the -bride.
The groom and his attendants wore black tuxedos with stephanotis
boutonnieres.
Assisting the bride were Miss Katie Saatkamp of Washington, D.C.,
Miss Marion Sorrells and Miss Paige Williford of Memphis, and Miss
Cindy Stimbert of New York.
"Traditionally Kentucky has
FRANKFORT — With a
A reception followed the ceremony at the Memphis Brooks
ve laborrecord-shatterring preregistration, suffered a negati
Museum of Art.
management image," said Gary
Kentucky's 16 annual LaborMusic was provided by Greg McIntyre and his band. The food was
r
of
directo
Moberly; executive
Management Conference gets
by the Peabody Hotel of Memphis.
catered
of
her
underway Tuesday, Sept. 15, at the Labor Cabinet's Office
received her bachelor's degree in economies and in
bride
The
ons.
PhD
her
ng
pursui
is
She
Kentucky Dam Village State Labor-Management Relati
ity.
Univers
ilt
MBA from Vanderb
"Reality now demonstrates, howPark, Gilbertsville.
ting at the University of Chicago.
accoun
of
model
a
is
ky
Kentuc
that
ever,
received his
According to Secretary of
groom attended Vanderbilt University where he
The
ment
manage
laborative
cooper
coning. He is a
the
e,
account
Palmor
in
Labor Carol M.
bachelor's degree in economics and his MBA
services
estate
real
te
corpora
a
ference's largest registration ever, relationships."
tax associate with LaSalle Partners,
The conference will highlight a
.
resides
with 11 states represented, has
couple
the
firm in Chicago, where
on
on June 26 at the
filled the area's and park's facili- series of educational seminars
The groom's parents hosted the rehearsal dinner relatives of the
to
ance
import
topics of mutual
party,
g
weddin
ties to capacity.
the
University Club of Memphis for
labor and management, including
"Kentucky's Labor , and all out-of-town guests.
couple
nt
Management Conference is case studies of the in-pla
nationally recognized as the mod- cooperative processes at Armco
Buckhorn
and
el for events of its kind," said Steel
g.
cturin
has
Manufa
it
"and
e,
Palmor
ry
Secreta
For the first time in conference
been highly successful in helping
American Heart
, a representative of an
laborhistory
ative
to further cooper
Association
management relations in international labor union will be
the banquet's featured speaker
Kentucky."
brings
which
Wednesday evening. Arthur A.
ence,
The confer
representatives of labor and man- Cola, general secretary-treasurer
agement together in a relaxed of the Laborers International
atmosphere, focuses on the com- Union of North America will
mon interests of the two histori- deliver the keynote address,
cally adversarial groups. Recog- "Timeless Traditions — New
nitions, and even understandings, Realities."
'The conference will conclude
of opposing points of view deveis
ay evening with the tradis
Thursd
proces
ative
lop and the cooper
tional awards dinner.
born.
•
•

Labor-Management Conference
will be at Kentucky Dam Park

•

Lir Chicago

COUPON

Back-To-School
Special

Authentic Chicago Style
Sandwiches, Italian Beef,
Chicago Style Hot Dogs,
Polish & Italian Sausage Fresh Cut Fries Daily

Mexican Bean Roll
No Limit $195
With Coupon
Expires Oct. 1, 1992

Free Delivery
11 a.m.-1 p.m. & 5-8 p.m.
759-1551

Lir Chicago

- Central
Center

Central ,..5411
Center

,.)
,,
\iris
^

MARTY OFFUTT
P.G.A. PROFESSIONAL

GOLFER'S DELIGHT SALE
IRONS
Lynx Parallax

3-W

MacGregor VIP's 2-W

$399
$399

Powerbift TPS
Hogan Edge

Taylomade ICW5

METAL WOODS
Steel Shaft's $39.958. Up

$249
2-W $249

3-W

3-W $199

$69.95 &
$350

Graphite Shafts

Yonex ADX200 Driver & 3 Wood Both For

Up

MAYFIELD GOLF &
_UB
CO UVETTFBI
ZADWAY

PUBLIC
WELCOME

Stop Smoking.

IIIE 'DAY

agi

REVIVAL

New Mount Carmel
Baptist Church

Noma U. Dunn Memorial Scholarship
at MSU awarded to Glenda Joy Duke

Mon.-Fri. Sept. 14-18 • 7:00 Nightly

Dunn, for the assistance she gave
him in his profession. The recipient must be a full-time sophomore, junior, senior or graduate
student with at least a 3.0 grade
point average majoring in home
economies.

Glenda Joy Duke of Murray
has been awarded an $800 Noma
Usrey Dunn Memorial Scholarship for the 1992-93 academic
year at Murray State University.
Duke, a senior home economics major, plans to pursue a
career in interior design. She is a
member of the American Society
of Interior Designers and a dean's
list student.
The diughter of James and
Edna Duke, she is a 1970 graduate of Calloway County High
School.
Administered by the MSU
Foundation, the award is presented in memory of Noma Usrey
Dunn by her husband, D.Y.

•••••••

Hwy. 121 South

SALE 47.99

h
Guest Speaker: Bro. David Fambroug
Public Cordially Invited

ONE BETTERTv PERM

Rog. M.Shampoo haircut and
stile ,nclucied Additionai charge
for long hair and design wraps
11919 prim •109c1Ive thrown
Sabirely,lapternber 19.

THE

ey
Pengnn
JCStyli
Salon

DAILY SHIPPING 'quo,
U.P.S. & U.S. POSTAL
SERVICE
M-S 9:00-5:00

TREASURE HOUSE
-- OF GIFTS
Southside Shopping Center • 753-6798

)
7.7"L":
Cl902, JCP•nnoy Company, Inc
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Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8;
Thursday a Friday 94;
Saturday 9-6; Sundt'', 1-5
759-9811
No Appolotmeot Necessary Call
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SPORTS
Racers clean up Miner details in 36-0 win
t,

Fourth quarter offensive outburst lifts
Murray State to impressive home win
enabled them to shut down any semblance of
a running game," said Anderson, whose squad
was limited to a meek 62 yards on the ground.
"I feel like we could throw the ball with some
success, but we had trouble sustaining any
kind of drive."
Rolla quarterback Curt Courtney, who
passed for 291 yards and two touchdowns the
week before, was flushed out of the pocket
most of the night and kept on the run, as he
was able to connect on just 15 of 30 passes
for 178 yards and two interceptions.
"We hurried him and clocked him a few
times," Mahoney said of the MSU defensive
pressure. "We were able to get back there and
rattle him around and flush him out of the
pocket."
The defensive pressure led to an early safety when Courtney, under a onslaught of Racers, was called kr intentional grounding in
his end zone willi,3:42 left in the opening
quarter.
But as much trouble as the Racer defense
was giving Rolla, the touted MSU offense
was having an equally tough time against the
Miners' 4-3 defense.
"Their defense was aggressive. It wasn't so
much a case of us not doing it, they were
making the plays," said the MSU coach.
It would be mid-way through the second
quarter before the Racers would put together
their first scoring drive.
Starting at their own 35, MSU marched
downfield behind quarterback Tremain Lewis
and halfbacks Timmy Bland and Willie Sapp.
Facing a fourth-and-ten situation at the Rolla
21, Mahoney opted to go for the first down
instead of a field goal.

By MICHAEL BANKS
Murray Ledger & Times Staff WrNer

SIPS

STEW PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

back Timmy Bland in the first half of
Murray State center Bill Christmas 166) clears the *ay for Racer running
Saturday's 36-0 win over Nlissouri-Rolla.

Grogan, Thomas hold own at KIT
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Tense

LOUISVILLE— Murray
High's top two •players matched
the state's best golfers stroke-forstroke in Saturday's Kentucky
Invitational at Quail thase, but in
the end the Tigers finished 13
strokes back of champion
Pikeville.
Even with their 130-place finMurray coach Judy Muehleman believes the tournament was
a good experience for the gen.
"It was quite an honor just to
he invited to it," said Muehleman, whose Murray squad is
being tabbed as the First Region
favorite. "We got to see some of
the best teams from throughout
the state. I just wish our overall
team showing could have been
better."

C GOLF
BOYS
lsc
1 Peeyke
'54
2 E rtraors woo,
3 Cort,ngto,Cacnohc St Never Somertse,
155
•se
6 Elailaro
'57
7 Tnnrty
'58
S. Casey County
s9
9. Giasgovr Montgomery
'6C
Moo*,
11 C inC4n
'E'
12 Mae
13 MURRAY HIGH, Bowhng Gq•er Ta:es
'63
Cnhas

Adam Grogan and Todd 'Thomas couldn't have been mth.h
better. The two combined to finish with a one-over-par 71, just
one stroke back of Pikeville's
Grover Justice and Cod) Trimble,
to take second in the alternate
shot format.
Under it's new format, the KIT
resembled the Ryder Cup Each

team's Nos. I and 2 players played alternate shots and the third
and fourth men played best-ball
in the new format.
"It was more challenging
than what, we anticipated. The
fomiat was very different than
what we usually play in high
s,.hool golf," Muehleman said.
'Todd and Adam did a really'
nice job They played well
together and seemed to have their
strategies mapped out."
While Grogan and Thomas
shined (shooting a torrid 34 for
the first nine holes), the duo of
Ryan Haverstock and Jeremiah
Ra.vhurn struggled, as they finished with a 90 in the hest-ball
format. The two shot a 42 on the
front nine, while finishing with a
Murray
4}S on the back nine.
finished with a 163 team score.

Calloway picks up pair of wins
Staff Report
Murray Ledger II Times

Calloway County snapped a
three-game losing streak Saturday
with a 3-0 victory over Fort
Campbell in boys' soccer action.
Playing their best game of the
season, Calloway scored one goal
in the first half and two in the
second and turned the game over
to the defense and goalkeeper
- Paul_ Hart.
Hirt, a junior, recorded nine
saves and stopped a crucial penalty kick in the second half to
preserve the shutout.
Laker head coach Bill Miller
also credited Jason Cummings,

MENTION!
"Country Cookin"
Days at

SEVEN SEAS
Mon. thru Thur.
/Meats:
Roast Beef
Meatioaf
Catfish Fillets
Fried Chicken
Choice of 1 Meat
& 3 Veg.'3.50
•••• ••
FABULOUS
FEL & SAT.
---'"SEAFOOD
BUFFEr

SEVIN 8E43

undefeated Tornado.
• • • •
Murray High head coach James
BOYS
Weatherly knew his team would
3
CALLOWAY
have 4ts hands full traveling to
Fro Campbell
unbeaten Owensboro Apollo and
4
Apollo
he was ,proven right when the
MURRAY HIGH
GIRLS
Tigers fell 4-0 to the Eagles.
CALLOWAY
"Really, I'm not too disapHash
pointed," Tiger head coach James
Adam Ferguson, Brett Miller, Weatherly said after his team's
Stephen Watkins and Josh Arant record went to 5-2. "I'm disappointed in losing hut we played
for preserving the shutout.
Beau Jones opened the sconng really hard. We lost to an excelfor Calloway midway through the lent team .ranked No. 6 in the
first half, striking one in off a state and they're definitely a top
corner kick from Jesse Arant. team, no doubt about it."
Murray held Apollo scoreless
Todd Earmood picked up the second goal of the chilly morning for 25 minutes, but then the
with a left footed shot off a throw Eagles unleashed two quick. goals
in from Derek Smee, Eric John- to take a 2-0 halftime lead. Apolson rounded out the scroing for lo, which outshot Murray 22-11,
the Lakers, beating the Falcon scored two more in the second
goalkeeper after taking a pass half.
Weatherly noted the outstandfrom Jesse Arant.
defensive work by Derck
ing
Fort
tied
varsity
junior
Laker
Campbell 2-2. Down 2-0 at half, Plummer, Thomas Daniels, DarCalloway's Brock Jones picked ren Gantt and Jason West, who
up two goals in the second with played under pressure all
assists to Scott Earwood and evening.
Tuesday night s game against
Brandon McCoy to force the tie.
Calloway travels to Paducah Marshall will begin a 7 p.m. at
Tilghman Tuesday to battle the (Coned on page 9)

..••• SOCCER

7534563

Installation
and Service

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES
"We Also Do Window Tinting."

D&W Auto Glass Sho

For nearly three quarters, Division II-foe
Missouri-Rolla and Murray State stood toe-totoe, trading jabs at the midfield stripe, before
the homcstanding Racers sent the - punchdrunk Miners reeling with a lightning quick
scoring strike.
Leading by just eight at the half, Murray
State added a touchdown in the third quarter
before exploding with 21 fourth-quarter points
in beating Rolla 36-0 in their home opener at
Roy Stewart Stadium Saturday night.
For the Racers it was their first win of the
season, after opening with a loss at Southeast
Missouri, and their first shutout in 45 games.
For Rolla, now 1-1, it was MSU's speed,
quickness and depth which turned the game
into a Racer, rout.
"Our defense was outstanding," said Murray State coach Mike Mahoney. "We bent a
little bit, but never broke."
Holding the Miners to just 268 yards in total offense, the Racer defense held Rolla deep
in their own territory for most of the night, as
the closest the Miners came to scoring was a
drive to the MSU 21-yard line late in the first
half that ended with linebacker Jimmy Stratton's interception.
"They were basically trying to run against
us up the middle. But we got good penetration, shut the inside off and made them
throw," said MSU. defensive lineman Steve
Rokusek, who finished the night with six
tackles and two pass break-ups.
Rolla coach Jim Anderson agreed that the
bigger and faster Racers controlled the line of
scrimnage.
. "Their speed and quickness on defense (Coned on page 9)

Bills win NFC battle
against 'Niners 34-31

Racers finish
Challenge 2-1;
push top 20 UL
to 16-14 in third
MURRAY — Senior Melisa
Webster had 12 kills and
junior Denise Donnelly
recorded 29 assists to lead the
Murray State Racer vollyeball
team Co a 15-5. 15-4. 15-8 victory over Evansville Saturday.
The match concluded the
round-robin Commonwealth
Challenge, giving Murray
State a 2-1 record, 3-1 overall.
Louisville came out with a
perfect 3-0 record, while
Western Kentucky went 2-1
and Evansville went 0-3.
Murray State's only defeat
was a 15-1, 15-11, 16-14 loss
to the Top 20 Lady Cardinals
•
Saturday morning.
Murray State begins Ohio
Valley Conference play Tuesday against Tennessee State.
The match begins at 7 p.m. in
Racer Arena.

By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Football Writer

SAN FRANCISCO — This
time, it was the other guys who
missed the 47-yard field goal.
The Buffalo Bills took a significant step Sunday in their attempt
to get back to the Super Bowl for
a third straight season, beating
the San Francisco 49ers 34-31
when Mike Cofer missed what
would have been the tying field
goal with 54 seconds left.
It was the same manner the
Bills lost the 1990 Super Bowl —
the now-departed Scott Norwood
missed as time ran out in that
20-19 loss to the New York
Giants two seasons ago.
The miss meant a major victory for Buffalo (2-0) in its bid to
overcome the stigma of two losing Super Bowls: a win on the
road against a good NFC team,

although the Bills allowed 598
yards to the 49crs.
"We had a lot to prove to
ourselves," said quarterback Jim
Kelly, who was 22 of 33 for 403
yards. "It was just a matter of
playing Buffalo Bills football."
Buffalo Bills football is what
this was — a monumental shootout in which both Kelly and San
Francisco's Steve Young passed
for more than 400 yards and there
wasn't a punt in the game,
although each side had three turnovers.
It was the last of those that
turned the game — an interception by Buffalo's Nate Odomes at
his 27 with 6:48 left that sent the
Bills on the drive to the winning
TD. It was highlighted by an
11-yard pass on fourth-and-4 to
James Lofton from Kelly, who
was 22 of 33 for 403 yards.

U.S. Open win over Sampras
lifts defending champ Edberg
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer

NEW YORK — It was a new,
improved Stefan Edberg that
walked off the court with his second straight U.S. Open title, the
world's No. 1 ranking and
$500,000.
This Stefan Edberg even
hurdled the net after Pete Sampras buried a backhand service
return into the net on match
point, then fled to the side of the
court to embrace his wife of five
months, Annette. In plain view.
With a packed Stadium and international television audience
watching.
And in Sunday's post-match
news conference, this Stefan
Edberg, the king of the one-word
answers, actually rambled.
"I feel very good about myself
at the moment." he said. "I am

playing good tennis and I am
fighting for my life out there, but
I am coming through."
For sure, you know.
Edberg, the tournament's second seed, battled through three
consecutive five-set matches.
beginning with the fourth round
— a total of 13 hours, 43
minutes, including a record 5:26
in Saturday's semifinals against
Michael Chang — just to reach
the finals. Once there, he won in
comparative ease, sweeping past
Sampras 3-6, 6-4, 7-6 (7-5), 6-2
in 2 hours, 51 minutes to claim
the last Grand Slam event.
On Saturday, top-seeded Monica Seles also won her second
straight U.S. Open women's singles title, defeating No. 5 Arantxa Sanchez Vicario of Spain 6-3,
6-3. It was the 13th Grand Slam
tournament Seles has played, and
her seventh victory.

Sampras won this two-week
hardcourt tournament at the
National Tennis Center in 1990,
making it the first time since
1947 that the previous two U.S.
Open singles champions met in
the final.
Sampras grabbed the opening
set, breaking Edberg in the sixth
game. The second set went with
serve until the 10th game, when
Sampras double-faulted to deuce,
sailed a backhand long for breakpoint, then dropped the set when
Edberg speared an untouchable
backhand volley,
Edberg, serving at 5-3 in the
tiebreak, double-faulted, giving
Sampras perhaps a glimmer of
hope. That vanished, however,
when Sampras followed with his
own double-fault. Two points
later, Edberg had a 2-1 lead in
sets.

A& A AUTO
RENTAL

Calf•Todall
Professional
Real Estate

•
Office
Located Reside
Joe Smith Carpel

"I want you!
real estate busines.‘
'Total CommitmInt
to Service.

1 2 S 12th St., Murray

1 1111111
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•Daily & Weekly Rentals
*Clean, Dependable Cars
'Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.
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753-4461
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Saints put the hurt on Chicago,win 28-6 PROGRAM CARS
By MARY FOSTER
AP *NW* Writer

NEW ORLEANS — Good hitting beats good pitching. And
when you've got good hitting and
good pitching you win big.
The New Orleans Saints got
big hits on defense and finally
some big pitches by quarterback
Bobby Hebert and beat the Chicago Bears 28-6 Sunday.
"Big plays were a big factor in
the game," Saints coach Jim
Mora said. "We had four big
plays for our four touchdowns.
We played very hard, very tough
against a team that also played
very hard and very tough."
The Saints held the Bears to
141 yards rushing on 27 carries.
Neal Andersen had just 36 yards
on 10 carries, Brad Muster got 37
on seven carries and quarterback
Jim Harbaugh had 37 yards on
four rushes.
Harbaugh completed 25 of 45
passes for 260 yards. But he was
sacked twice, intercepted twice

and never hit the end zone.
New Orleans also limited the
Bears offenae to the middle of the
field for the most part. Chicago
reached New Orleans' 5-yard line
in the first quarter, but turned the
ball over when it couldn't convert
a fourth-and-1. The Bears reached the 13-yard line in the second
quarter but got only a field goal.
In the third quarter they got to
the Saints' 16, but Harbaugh was
penalized 11 yards and a loss of a
down for intentional grounding.
Kevin Butler then missed a
37-yard field goal.
"They did a good job," Harbaugh said. "We moved the ball.
We had opportunities we just
didn't convert them."
Chicago got good hitting as
well, holding New Orleans to
only two offensive touchdowns
and only 94 total yards rushing.
New Orleans trailed the Bears
6-0 at halftime, but on the Saints
second possession of the third
quarter, Hebert faked a reverse
and then found Eric Martin for a

"He hit me right in the face,"
52-yard touchdown pass.
Herbert did it again in the Harbaugh said. "The ball comes
fourth quarter, tossing a 72-yar- out: What are you going to do."
One minute, 21 seconds later.
4er to Wesley Carroll for six.
"It didn't surprise me because Saints cornerback Reggie Jones
I knew they had to do some- picked off a tipped Harbaugh toss
thing," Mike Singletary said. and took it 71 yards into the end
"Whey you run out of things to zone for New Orleans' final tally.
The defense on both sides was
do, you have to do something.
You have to put it in the air, punishing. Saints wide receiver
you've got to reverse it, a screen, Floyd Turner was hospitalized
or something. They went for the with a broken left leg after he
was hit by Maurice Douglass on
big one."
Hebert, who was 3 01 14 for 23 a second-quarter punt return.
"We matched up with them
yards in the first half, finished
the day 13 of 25 for 264 yards and they beat us," Bears coach
and two touchdowns. He was sac- Mike Ditka said. "If you want
me to stand here and praise their
ked twice.
New Orleans sealed the victory defense, I can't do that. If you
with defense. In the fourth quar- want me to stand here and praise
ter, Rickey Jackson sacked Har- their offense, I can't do that
baugh—who fumbled. Nose tackle either. They beat us, that's all."
Chicago's points came on a
Robert "Pig" Goff, scooped it
up and lumbered 21 yards for a pair of second-quarter field goals
by Butler.
toilchdown.

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIK

goals by Julie Smotherman, Car(Cont'd from page 8)
rie Bell and Tracy West. Assists
Ty Holland Stadium. The girls came from Jennifer Dowdy and
p.m.,
4
at
varsity game begins
Carina Rick.
followed by the boys JV at 5:30
p.m.
Dowdy scored the only goal in
• • • •
the second half to round out the
The Lady Laker soccer team
scoring.
recorded their second win of the
Lady Laker goalkeeper Mitzi
season on Thursday when they
in the
took on Heath and came away Rickman had four saves
on
home
at
be
y
Callowa
game.
Murray
with a 4-0 victory at
ille
Madisonv
on
take
to
Tuesday
Field.
Cutchin
State's
Calloway led 3-0 at half on at 5:30.

'Your more than one company agency."

PRO FOOTBALL
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
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1
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0 1
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1000452
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1.0003826
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2 0
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O 2
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O 2
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O 2
Seattle
NATIONAL CONFER NCE
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1 000 57 38
2 0
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COO 46 27
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2"0
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1
1
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000 42 65
O 2
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0 2
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54 10
1000
2
0
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500 33 52
1
1
Chicago
55 44
500
1
1
Deed
SOO 40 51
1
1
lAnnaeota
COO 23 54
0 2
Green Bay

Racers clean...
•

(Cont'd from page 8)
"I was trying to force the
issue," Mahoney said of the
gamble. "We were afraid that if
we didn't jump on them early and
let them stay in the game, we
could be in trouble in the second
half."
End result? A first down cornRACERS 36, Rolla 0
0 0 0 0-0
Illesourt-Relle
2 6 7 21-36
Mulvey St.
WU—Safiaty (Counney Intentional grounding)
MSU—Oland 4 'tin pod tailed)
WU—Smith 7 pass from Levee (Loritenl kick)
MSU—Levols 2 run (Lombard kick)
MS4J—Mosby 6 non (Lombard kid)
1.1SU—Panon 44 run (Lombard kid)
4-3.800
Firm downs
Rushae-yards
Paseng
Amur+ Yards
Corrp-An-Int
Pune
Furnblse-Lost
Penalties-Yards
Time of Posesedon

Miner secondary for a 45-yard
scoring run and 36-0 Murray lead
with 8:08 left. For Patton, Saturday night wa's a banner game as
he finished with 74 yards on just
six carries.
"They spread it around pretty
easily," Anderson said of the
Racers, who accumulated 435
yards in total offense with all but
70 of those yards coming on the
ground. "They're a sound, football team. Their running offense
is difficult to defend and they'll
continue to get better."

1992 Oldsmobile Cutlass Ciera S
Red metallic with grey cloth, full,
power, 13,000 miles.

1992 Chevrolet Beretta
V-6, automatic, 12,000 miles, It.
blue with grey cloth.

1992 Chevrolet Beretta
V-6, automatic, 9,000 miles, grey
metallic with grey cloth.

wool
500 37 41
0
1
1
500 21 40
1 0
1
500 41 21
1 0
1
500 62 as
1 0
1
Sunday's Gaines
Washington 24, Atlanta 17
New Orisons M. Chicago 6
Dallas 34, New York Giants 2111
Tampa Bay 31, Green Bay 3
Cincinnati 24. Los Angeles Radom 21. OT
Detroit 31. Minnesota 17
Kansas City 26. Seattle 7
Bunalo 34. San Francisco 31
Houston 20. indlanapolle 10
Los Angeles Rama 14, New England 0
Ponsturgh 27. New York Jets 10
Dearer 21. San Diego 13
Philadelphia 31 Phoenix 14
Monday's Genie
'demi at Clerstand 6 pm
Sunday, Sept. 20
Cindnnad at Gram Ray, 12 p.m
Danner at Philadelphia, 12 pm
Karam City at Ho11s:41. 12 pm
Nero OrMans at Atlanta, 12 pm
San Francisco at Now York Jets, 12 p m
Seattle at Now England, 12 p.m.
Tana Bay at lAnnekita, 12 p.m
Cleveland at Los Anemias Raiders, 3 p m
Detroit at Washington. 3 pm
Los Angeles Rams at Mlami. 3 pm
Phoenix at Dales, 3 pm.
PIttstyrgh at San Diego. 3 p m
Inclanapois at Buttalo. 7 pm.
Monday, Sept. 21
Now York Giants at Chicago 8 p nfl

Dk. garnet red with grey cloth, four
door sedan, 9,000 miles.

1992 Chevrolet Cavalier
2 to choose from, low miles.

S
AC
LL
DI
CA
ED
le
DeVil
n
Seda
ac
1‘,1Cadill
39,000 miles, sapphire blue,
firemist blue cloth interior, Cadillac
trade.

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

1986 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
Tan exterior with beige leather,
59,000 miles, 1 owner new Cadillac
trade.

1986 Cadillac Brougham
DeElegance
Canyon yellow with saddle leather,
1 owner, new Cadillac trade in.

1985 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
Black cherry metallic with burgundy
cloth, 45,000 miles, 1 owner, new
Cadillac trade in.

1982 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
ddle cloth
Tan exteri
This car must
interic
be se6 !owner, new Cadillac
trade.

753-8365

RS
CA
ED
US
1991 Dodge Shadow

MURRAY STATE vs. INDIANA

1 owner, 35,000 miles, black with
grey cloth.

Wednesday, Nov. 18
Bloomington, Indiana

44,000 miles, full power, platinum
silver with grey cloth.

1990 Mercury Sable GS

All tickets must be pre-puici

36,000 miles, silver with burgandy
cloth, full power.

Call the Athletic Ticket Office at 762-4895

1990 Chevrolet Lumina Eurosport

Team Comparisons
IU
MSU
1991-92 Record
Postseason

f'
Bobby Knight

Lettermen Returning
Lettermen Lost
Starters Returning
Newcomers
'91-92 Redshirts

17-13
NCAA
1st Round
7
4
4
7

1

Four door, dark blue, blue cloth, full
power.

27-7
NCAA
Final4
9
2
4
1
1

1990 Ford Taurus GL
48,000 miles, beige metallic with
beige cloth, 1 owner new car trade.

1989 Ford Escort LX

Scott Edgar

Coupe, 5 speed, 48,000 miles, light
blue, blue cloth.

1988 Oldsmobile 98 Regency
Brougham

oranc5 Opening

51,000 miles, Cadillac trade in,
leather interior.

1988 Dodge Diplomat Salon

September 8 thru 30

318 V-8 rear wheel drive, four door
sedan, white,with blue cloth, 55,000
miles.

-New Ownership-

Pinnacle
Gold

Slotline
Putters

All Bags, Caps
& Visors

1987 Pontiac Sunbird SE Coupe
Red with grey cloth, automatic, A/C,
sharp.

15 Ball Value Pk.

0% 13"
1

495
2
$

1987 Dodge Daytona

95
7
$1

60,000 miles, 5 speed, 4 cyl., sharp
car.

rwinsfoot golf

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

-sr PEPPERS

"Your Complete Gott' Stare"
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
102 North 15th Street • Murray, Ky
800-428-5781
502-753-2282
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1990 Oldsmobile Delta 88

Tickets Orders Sept. 15 - Oct. 1 ONLY
Reserved Seats $15.00

pletion from Lewis to wideout
Sheldon Smith. After a six-yard
gain by Waynee McGowan,
Bland went over the top from
four yards out to give the Racers
an 8-0 lead with 3:50 left.
"The first half we were getting
into the red zone (the area
between the 20-yard line and goal
line), but we just weren't packing
it in," Bland said.
The sophomore tailback made
it his personal objective to get the
Racers into the end zone as he
keyed MSU's second drive of the
third quarter, rushing four times
for 23 yards and catching an
eight-yard pass from Lewis. The
13-play drive was topped off
when Lewis hit Smith with a
12-yard scoring pass. Freshman
Erik Lombard, kicking for the
injured Chris Dill, added the
extra point for a 15-0 MSU lead
with 6:28 left in the third period.
"We started using lightning
(the term for the Racers' nohuddle offense), that got them
back on their heels and kept them
on it," said Bland, who led the
Racers for the second straight
week with 100 yards rushing on
18 carries and two catches for 18
yards. "We knew we could win
by a big margin, we just went out
in that fourth quarter and did it."
After Lewis' 2-yard touchdown
run with 13:35 left gave the Racers a 22-0 lead, defensive back
Eric Ingram stepped in front of
Courtney's pass and ran it back
to the Rolla 22. Two plays later,
backup quarterback Butch
Moseby scampered five yards
against a weary Rolla defense for
a 29-0 Racer lead with 12:36 left.
"Our defense was on the field
way too much," Anderson said
after the game. "We played 50
plays in the first half... that's usually enough for a whole game."
Murray State would add their
final score of the night when
freshman redshirt Homer Patton
broke three tackles and outran the

dricly leather, 13,000

Silver
miles.

Atlanta
LA Rams
Nevi Orleans
San Ffer10140

901 SYCAMORE

eVille

1992 Cadill

1992 Preseason NIT

NP 118SU
25
18
22-76 54-3*5
70
206
77
20
18-38-3 6-14-2
4-27
6-35
3-1
2-0
6-28
11-78
35 16
24 44

WOIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING-1Assoun.Rons, Courtney 2.16, Ilium
7-14. Murray St . Bland 18-100 Pansn 6-74, Lewis
15-60
PASSING—Mamma-Rola, Courtney 15-30-2.178,
Knapp 3-11-1-211 Murray St . Lows 6-12-1-70. Mosby
0.2-1-0
RECEIVING—Missouri-Rolla, Aherson 8-111,
Hared 3-31 Murray St. Bland 2.16. Snarl 2-17

•

753-8355

901 Sycamore

White with black leather, 14,000
miles.

1992 Chevrolet Lumina Eurosport

SCOREBOARD

Calloway picks...

1992 Cadillac Sedan DeVille.
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A ne‘‘ era in banking has

dawned on Murray now
that Vnited Commonwealth Bank has(*nett
its d(K >N.

UNITTiEiKD

nited Commormealth
brings to the Murray
•()inin unit V a complete
range of services under
onk•.r()()1, t leve1.4
1.

fl( )Ile and
Thai I• sec( )nd
,
r tht
efII
firrtl- MMMIMl

pnisperrty
the area we sere.
mtitiued

. Personal Checking Accounts
Regular CheLking
.•R (
s jiwr
Av At. count
I ut.ure One Nt
• NI,,nev .Nlarket Check Fund
Personal Savings
Regular savings
(.ert ilk ates of Ikposit
(mil% idual Retirment At
(:hrist tilas(.lui)

uiit

Loans
(,,,nsumer !Jun,
11( >me 'Mortgage Loans
Cash Reserve
I i('me Impn enlent Loans
Business Services
Business b)ans
for ant' blisiness purpose.
Business Checking
Other Services
• 2-1-11(mr Banking
• Automatic Transfer
• Cashiers Checks 8: Money Orders
• Direct Ikposit
• Fax Transmittal & Receiving

• Financial Planning
• Investment Counseling
• Notary Service
• Travelers Checks
• isa 6i MasterCard
• \\i re Transfer
Monday • Thursday
Drive-In 8:30 - 4:00
9:00 - 4:00
Lobby
Friday.
Drive-In 8:30 - 6:00
9:00 - 6:00
Lobby

Drive-In 8:30 - noon
Lobby 9:00 - noon
1300 Johnson Boulevard
Murray, KY 42701 •(502)759-9443

Deposits Insured by the FDIC to $100 00n

A Federal Savings Bank
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FARM/AGRICULTURE
Congressional
candidates will
meet with area
Bureau leaders
MAYFIELD— Farm Bureau
leaders in western Kentucky
wiU meet with the three candidates for the First District
Congressional seat tomorrow
night at the Mayfield Middle
School beginning at 7.
Democrat Tom Barlow,
Republican Steve Hamrick and
Independent candidate Marvin
Seat have all agreed to attend,
said a press release issued by
Farm Bureau.
Farm Bureau leaders will
brief the candidates on the
organization's policies and
question them as to their
views, as the candidates will
also be invited to make
statements.
Among the subjects to be
covered are education, agriculture research, labor policy, fiscal affairs, tobacco, livestock.
dairy, environmental issues.
internationirtrade and health
"
care.
The Mayfield meeting is
one of three First District
"Measure the Candidate" sessions scheduled by Farm
Bureau. The organization will
sponsor similiar meetings in
Madisonville on Sept. 28 and
one in Scottsville Oct. 6.

Technology helps reduce erosion OPENING SPECIAL
Soil erosion is not a new problem. But new technologies make
it easier for farmers to deal with
.erosion, according to an agronomist at the University of Ken,
tucky 'College of Agriculture.
"Erosion has been a problem
since the soil was first tilled,"
said Lloyd Murdock, extension
specialist at the UK Research and
Education Center in Princeton.
"Scars of the landscape are testimony of the duration and damage
soil erosion causes, not to mention lost productivitiy and profit."
"In the last few years, we have
measured the effect of soil erosion on productivity and profitability," he added. "It appears that
potential land productivity
decreases 10 to 20 percent as the
amount of past erosion increases
from slight to moderate. When
past erosion increases from moderate to severe, potential productivity decreases another 20 to 30
percent."
Murdock said farmers under-

Growing in
the Garden
by Cathleew
Lalicker
By the beginning of fall,
it is hard for me to remember that the lawn does not
exist solely in order for me
to mow it. I start to wonder
why we even bother to
maintain an expanse of
clipped green turf.
But would I really give it
up? Could I really decide to
rip out the grass and install
groundcovers instead? Probably not. The idea of a lawn
evokes too many pleasant
memories.
Oddly enough, my first
childhood memory of a lawn
has to do with the absence
of grass. We had just moved
to a house in a new
subdivision and the yard
consisted of nothing but bare
earth. There was a huge pile
of sawdust in the backyard
waiting to be tilled into the
hard clay soil in preparation
for the new lawn. (We kids
thought that the sawdust pile
was more fun to play on
than grass. Mom wasn't so
happy about cleaning the
sawdust out of our hair at
the end of the day, though.)
I watched my dad prepare
the soil, sow the seed and
walk back and forth across
the seedbed with the heavy
metal lawn roller that firmed
the seed into the soil. He
gently watered the smoothly
rolled earth. The grass soon
sprouted like a fuzzy green
beard and we children were
cautioned not to walk on the
tender new grass plants.
My next memories of that
lawn are of hours of play
spent making mounds of
grass clippings into outlines
of imaginary houses, having
somersault races, playing TV
tag, croquet, badminton and
touch football, and running
through the sprinkler. Grass
felt good on bare feet, but
made you itch when someone (usually a sibling) put a
handful down your back.
I did eventually learn, to
use the lawn mower, bui
back then, cutting the grass
wasn't such an onerous
chore. It was either mow or
iron Dad's shirts. I opted for
the job that would get me
outside and learned to enjoy
the soft swishing of the push
mower's' blades, and the
sweet, sharp tang of freshly
cut grins.
Many years and houses
later, the scent of a newlymowed lawn and the feel of
bare feet on damp grass can
conjure up the carefree joys
of childhood. I'm not about
to trade that in for a yard
full of ajuga.

stand the effects of soil erosion
and that technological advances
make it easier for them to use
conservation practices to reduce
the problem. More often than not,
using these practices also is to a
farmer's economic advantage.
"Farmers are more
conservation-minded today, plus
government programs are tied to
the conservation practices farmers use," he said. "The conservation compliance provisions of
the 1990 ,Farm Bill, which must
be fully implemented by 1995,
direct farmers to use conservation
practices to prevent soil erosion.
As a result, advances in management practices have been
developed."
"Conservation tillage-- minimum or no-till-- is perhaps the
most effective and practical of
the new technologies," Murdock
said. "It's also easy and relatively
inexpensive to include in the
overall management plan."
Murdock said leaving crop

residue on the soil surface to
combat erosion is a practical,
economical method to comply
with conservation provisions of
the Farm Bill. This practice is
best done with reduced tillage or
no-tillage. Other supportive practices are strip cropping, terraces
and rotation with crops that leave
a lot of residue.
"Farmers with a lot of pasture
can set up acceptable rotations
with row crops and use conventional tillage methods," he added.
"Agricultural research is vital
to development of technology to
combat soil. erosion," Murdock
said. "We continue to conduct
research and develop educational
programs to improve cobsetvaLion tillage practices and make
Kentucky a leader in the development and adaptation of conservation tillage.
"The 1993 Clean. Water Act
actually might affect farmers
more than the 1995 Farm Bill,"
he added.

Four trends that will
shape farming future

Trans-Tune Special
Reg. $29.95
"FREE Road Test
•Band adjustment if necessary
'Linkage Adjusted
'Throttle Pressure Checked
'Fluid
•New Pan Gasket
•Clean Filter

$19
95
200 N. 4th .Murray

753-6577

TRANSMISSION
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.- 5 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m.-12 Noon

'New Filter Additional Charge.

Good at both Location; • (Paducah & Murray)

LVISA =1',)

a

Shell lubricants
farms grow

water said, "is soured a whole
bunch of people on even going
into agriculture."
The farm transfer problem is
compounded by the fact that
many older farmers who, had
planned to quit farming in the
1980s continue to hold their
farms in hopes of higher land
prices.
Eastern Europe and the former
Soviet Union
Growth and change in the
countries of Eastern Europe and
the former Soviet Union also will
present many challenges to
American agriculture in the next
ten years.
Biotechnology
Biotechnological advances in
livestock and crop production
certainly promise to alter the
agriculutral landscape in the next
ten years.
Environmental Awareness
Finally, farmers will be faced
with the problem of producing
food for an informed and
environmentally-aware public.
"Somebody in an urban area is
going to say 'your commercial
agriculture is endangering some
form of wildlife or some form of
species' habitat and we're going
to pass a law that's going to stop
it.'

Four trends will force American agriculture to change significantly as it moves into the next
century, according to David
Freshwater, an agricultural economist with the University of
Kentucky College of Agriculture.
These areas that will force
agriculutre to change, he said,
include the transfer of farms from
one generation of Americans to
another, the emerging democracies in Eastern Europe and the
former Soviet Union, advances in
biotechnology and increased
environmental awareness.
Transfer of farms
The next decade will be a difficult transition as older farmers
try to find acceptable ways of
transferring their farms and other
assets to the next generation of
farmers, he said.
"We know that we've got an
aging farm population," Freshwater said. "We know that the farm
financial crisis of the 1980s hit
people that were young-to-middle
age farmers far more than it hit
middle-age-to-older farmers. The
people that got whacked out during the 1980s were the people
who got established in the '70s
and happened to get into agriculture at a tough time.
"What that has done," Fresh-

Good thru September 30, 1992

Premium Shell lubricants keep tractors, implements.
trucks and stationary equipment working and lasting .
longer. We'll make sure you get the best lubricants and the
best answers to your lubrication questions. To help you
raise a prosperous farm.

Kentucky Lake Oil Co., Inc.
753-1323

South 4th St.

The

Farmer's Market

Buying - Contracting - Storing
Bonded - Insured
Safe - Dependable - Friendly

JCattle
Listed below are figures from the Christian
County Livatock Markm, located in Hopkinsvilk, which hare been provided by the FalaalState Market News Service.
Figures listed are dated September 9.
CATTLE AND CALVES (595)
Compared to last week, slaughter cows steady
1.00 Iowa, slauglita bulls steady, feeder swat
:lady. feeder heifers steady -1.00 higher.
Slaughter Cows: Breaking utility red commercial 2-4 4110-44.03, high curia and boning
utility 1-3 40.00-4430, individual 47.00, cutter
1.235.00-40.00.
Slaughter Bull,: Yield grade 1-2 950-2000
lb. indicating 77-79 carcass boning percent
53.50-57.50.
Feeders, Were: Medium and large 11
200-300 lb. 101.00-127.00; 300-400 lb.
99.00-117.00, most 99.00-105.00; 400-500 lb.
93.00-95.50, lot of 10 10330; 500-600 lb.
82.0049.00, including 40 head 553 lb. a 19.00;
600-700 lb. 77.0043.501 700-115 lb.

75.00-79.50.
Small #1300-500 lb. 76.00-85.00; 500-603 lb.
114.0045.00.
Medium 12 300-500 lb. 74.00-90.00; 500-600
lb. 77.00-11.03.
Large 12 bolsteas 214390 lb. 10.041.00;
460-410 lb. 75.00-76.00; 550-510 lb.
713.00-74.00.
Small and medium 11 bulls 300-450 lb.
79.0044.00 500-600 lb. 111.00-114.00; 600-700
lb. 75.00-77.00.
Feeders, hollers: Medium 11 and Large 11
220-240 lb. 10.00-97.00; 300-400 lb.
87.00-95.00; 403-500 lb. 110.0417.00; 500-600
lb. 79.00-15.00; 600-700 lb. 75.00-79.00;
600-750 lb. 70.00-76.03.
Medium 12 300-500 lb. 74.00-71.00:500-650
lb. 70.0475.00.
Small 01 300-503 1b. 70.0475.00.
Per head
Medium and large 11-2 stock cows 1.5-2 refold with 200 lb. calves m side 600.00-710.00

IT'S THAT TIME AGAIN!

RAGWEED SEASON!
CALL IT HAYFEVER, BUT
YOU CALL IT MISERY.
FOR RELIEF, YOU CAN CALL:

THEY MAY

THE ALLERGY & ASTHMA CLINIC
OF WEST KENTUCKY
RICHARD H. STOUT, M.D.

753-7451
HIGHWAY 641 NORTH
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
DAILY POLLEN & MOLD COUNT - 800-756-4AIR

SHOEMAKER SEED
Old Concord Road, Murray 753-3808

44

#44444444444444444444444444

4

WAREHOUSE TIRE
411rAir 4.1414.
S•an•
• it
•
•

Dealer"
"Your Full-Line Cooper U.S.A.
The Only Tire Owned and Built in the

Trendsetter — 40,000 Mile Warranty
Monogram — 50,000 Mile Warranty
Lifeliner — 60,000 Mile Warranty

BLEM SHIPMENT JUST ARRIVED!

coo"-per 1,,

(Prices Good Only 1N)wie Supplies Last)
205-75-14

Whitewall

205-75-14 White Letter
235-175-15 White Letter
235-85-16 Black

400 Industrial Rd.
Murray, Ky.

5

TIRES
,.01
t‘it

'3750

tax

$4250

tax

$50'

tax

15.•

205-75-15
215-75-15 Any Size $4000
+ tax
225-75-15 Only
tax
235-75-15
-Free Mount and Computer BalanceOpen Mon.-Frl. 7-5
Sat. 7-12

753-1111

Owners Gerrald Boyd & Ronnie Melvin
(F cowl. cild

***** *** 4
*********** * * *** * * * * *
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movie cowboy remembered
Silent
. GUTHRIE, Okla. (AP) Hundreds came to the 13th annual To Mix Festival to honor the
1920s star of silent cowboy
mov ies.
This weekend's festival was
the second held in Guthrie. The
tilm-showing event, which draws
nostalgia butts from around the
country, was held in Las Vegas
in 1990 and in DuBois, Penn., the
first 10 years.
Texas, California and Pennsyl-

vania- claim Mix as a native but
Oklahoma took Mix to heart after
he moved to Guthrie, the territorial capital in 1902. He taught
boxing here and tended bar at the
still-existing Blue Belle Saloon.
Mix made 370 movies, mostly
silent, and helped set the standard
for movie cowboys by performing his own stunts with his horse.
He died in a 1940 traffic
accident.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Geo, Inc.
1988 Nissan
Pickup
Was $7,900

goo
Now

S6

Extended Ca5,-Air Condition, Automatic, Power Steering,
r',11es

Hwy. 641 South, Murray

33,803

753-2617

Parts

_
Before the Need Arises...
1)(

John Lee Dick, 84, of 935
Clark St., Mayfield, died Friday
at 2:15 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
A retired painter, he was a
member of Northside Baptist
Church.
Born April 3, 1908, in Calloway County, he was the son of
the late J.W. Dick and Minnie
Luter Dick.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Eloise Thomas Dick; three
daughters, Mrs. Beth Weatherly,
Mayfield, Mrs. Judy Rathert,
Houston, Texas, and Mrs. Jane
Bauernfeind, Louisville; three
sisters, Mrs. Daphyn Bruce and
Mrs. Mahon Story, Mayfield, and
•

4
Keith York, James Coleman and Kelvin York

Final rites for Robert Byrd
were Sunday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of
Murray. Bob Haley officiated.
The song service was by singers
from Coldwater Church of Christ,
led by Larry Wisehart.
Pallbearers were Leslie Douglas, Wade Norsworthy, Dan
BaizeII, Edmond Gamble,
Delbert Newsome and Ray
Bazzell.
Burial was in Coldwater
Church of Christ Cemetery.

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.

Efficient, Dedicated Service - Modern Facilities
713 South Fourth St.

753-6800

Mr. Byrd, 92, of Rt. 7, Mayfield, Coldwater community, died
Friday at 5:24 a.m. at West View
Nursing Home, Murray.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Myrtle Richie Manning
Byrd; one daughter, Mrs. Mary
Louise Maley, Rt. 2. Murray; one
stepson, Paul Manning and wife,
Dorothy, Murray; two sisters,
Mrs. Mary Hughes, Akron, Ohio,
and Mrs. Flossie Snow, Rt. 1,
Benton; several grandchildren
and great-grandchildren.

Joseph F. Bacsa
Joseph F. Bacsa, 83, of Calvin
Johnson Care Center, Belleville,
III., died there Saturday at 10:25
a.m.
He had retired from Ingersoll
Steele at Chicago, III. He was
born Aug. 18, 1909, in South
Bend, Ind.
Mr. Bacsa was married to the
former Janet Springer on Feb. 1,
1936, in South Bend, and she
died Feb. 17, 1987. One son,
Joseph Bacsa, died July 9, 1992.

Ask Us About
Forethought* Funeral Planning
COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

Mrs. Crystel Adams, Murray:
five brothers, Lois Dick, Nashville, Tenn., Karl Dick, Houston.
Texas, and Dennis Dick, Leon
Dick and Clyde Dick, all of Mayfield; seven grandchildren; one
great-grandchild.
Graveside services will be
Tuesday at 11 a.m. at Maplewood
Cemtery, Mayfield. The Rev.
Bob Wilson will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Billy Dick,
Allen Dick, John Charles Bruce,
Hal Stephens, lase Pinerola and
James Howard Thomas, all
nephews.
Friends may call at Brown
Funeral Home, Mayfield, after 5
p.m. today (Monday).

Robert Byrd

....
er... ,
,

Richard Paul Riedel

John Lee Dick

Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Gloria Anderson, Murray, and two grandchildren.
Services will be Wednesday at
11 a.m. at Our Lady of Hungary
Catholic Church, South Bend,
Ind. Burial will follow in Sacred
Heart Cemetery there.
Friends may call from 2 to 9
p.m. Tuesday at Zahoran Funeral
Home, South Bend. The Parish
Rosary will be said at 3:30 p.m.
Tuesday.

Richard Paul Riedel, 56, Murray, died Sunday at 3:30 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
A manufacturer sales representative, he was a member of St.
Leo's Catholic Church and
)(nights of Columbus.
Born March 31, 1936, in West
Allis, Wis., he was the son of the
late Fritz Riedel and Magdalene
Mispautpil Riedel. One nephew,
Mark Kramer of Hazel, died last
Wednesday.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Diane Lee Chipman Riedel,
to whom he was married on
March 2, 1963, in Milwaukee,
Wis.; one daughter, Cheri Lee
Ann Riedel, Murray; one son,
Richard Brian Riedel and wife,
Betty, Rt. 7, Mayfield; one sister,
Mrs. Eleanore Wiegner, Long
Beach, Calif.; his mother-in-law,
Mrs. Dorothy B. Chipman, Mur-

Clint Douglass
Clint Douglass, 85, Germantown, Tenn., died Sunday at 5:15
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A retired service station owner,
he was a member of Germantown
Baptist Church and Germantown
Masonic Lodge.
Born Nov. 24, 1906, in Fayette
County, Ind., he was the son of
the late Willie Allen Douglass
and Perla O'Kelly Ellis.
He was married March 18,
1933, to Willie E. Douglass, who
preceded him in death.
Survivors include two daught-

ers, Mrs. Sandra Cronin and husband, Jere, Belmont, Mass., and
Mrs. Peggy Long and husband,
James T., Murray; one sister,
Mrs. Ruth Readette, Horn Lake,
Miss.; three grandchildren, Tim
Long and wife, Nancy. Austin,
Texas, and Mrs. Melinda Pember
and husband, Steve, and Mrs.
Amy McDowell and husband,
David, all of Murray; two greatgrandchildren.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home will be in charge of funeral
and burial arrangements.

Eli T. Siress

Funeral rites for Eli T. Siress
were today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Filbeck and Cann Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev.
Mike Littrell and the Rev. James
Stom officiated.
Burial was in Cole Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may
take the form of contributions to
the Eli Siress Scholarship Fund,
Koca and wife, Arole, Lombard, c/o Fileck and Cann Funeral
III.; four grandchildren, Martin Home, P.O. Box 434, Benton,
Carl Koca, Mrs. Gayle Rathke Ky. 42025-0434.
and husband, Edward, Mrs. JenMr. Stress, 14, Rt. 3, Benton,
nifer Buschbacher and husband, died Friday at 8:35 p.m.
A freshman at Marshall County
Kurt, and Kristen Helen Koca;
one great-grandchild, Carl Martin
High School, he participated in
Buschbacher.
the science competition in the
National Science Olympiad
The family requests that
1991-92. He was a state finalist
expressions of sympathy take the
in the Kentucky Academic Assoform of donations to the Building
ciation and the Governor's Cup
Fund of First Christian Church, Competition.
Survivors include his mother
Murray.

Martin Joseph Koca
Memorial services for Martin
Joseph Koca will be scheduled at
a later time at First Christian
Church, Murray. Dr. David Roos
will officiate.
Burial will be in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Mr, Koca, 79. of 1005 Southwood Dr., Murray, died Friday at
3:50 p.m.
Survivors include his wife, Ms.
Gladys H. Koca; two sons, William E. Koca and wife, Donna,
Rt. 6, Murray, and James M.

ray; a sister-in-law, Mrs. Doric
Kramer, Murray; a brother-inlaw, lessee Chipman, Ocala. Fla.;
three grandchildren, Jessica Duffy, Sharon Ann Duffy and Tina
Marie Duffy; three nieces, Elaine
Hanson, Janet Upton and Linda
Childs; two nephews, Anthony
Chipman and Gregg Chipman.
The funeral mass will be Tuesday at 10 a.m. at St. Leo's
Catholic Church. Fr. Pete Hughes
will officiate.
Burial will follow in Sand
Creek Cemetery, LaCrosse County, Wis.
Friends may call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home after 6:30
p.m, toniglit (Monday). Scripture
service will be at 8 p.m. tonight.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take the
form of donations to American
Cancer Society.

and stepfather, Tammy and Phillip Sullivan, Rt. 3, Fulton; his
father and stepmother, Ronnie
and Darla Siress, Rt. 1, Benton;
his first stepmother, Tamrnie
Siress, Benton; his grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe H. Phillips, Rt.
3, Benton, Mrs. Eva M. Siress,
Benton, and Mr. and Mrs. Van T.
Siress, Rt. 1, Benton; one sister,
Amber Siress, Rt. 9, Benton;
stepbrother, Nathan Cavanaugh,
Benton; his great-grandparents,
Mrs. Izella Gamble, Benton, and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Siress, Hardin; stepgrandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Clinton (Butch) Chiles,
Benton, and Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
Sullivan, East Prairie, Mo.

Willie
Wilson West
Services for Willie Wilson
West were Sunday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev. Max
Anderson officiated.
Burial wan in Cole Cemetery.
Mr. West, 45, Benton, died
Friday at 5:09 a.m. at Marshall
County Hospital there.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Shirley West; one daughter,
Mrs. Mitzie Willie, Benton; two
sons, Steve West, Mayfield, and
Tim West, Benton; one grandson,
Matthew Willie, Benton; his
parents, Willie and Mary West,
Benton.

Two youths held in
elderly woman's murder

"I like the idea of
financing my home right
here in my hometown."

The people of Murray like
doing business with a hometown bank.
If you do,we want your business!

PeoplesBank
The Hometown Bank
MURRAY,KY • MEMBER FDIC

MAIN OFFICE,5TH & MAIN • NORTH BRANCH,12Th & CHESTNUT • SOUTH BRANCH,12TH & STORY •
753-3231

MSU TELLER MACHINE,CURR1S CENTER

SEATTLE(AP)-Two youths
were in custody Sunday in the
kidnapping and death of a
74-year-old widow of the founder
of a photography studio.
Mayme Jeanne Lui's body was
found Friday dumped over an
embankment, police said. She
died of multiple stab wounds, the
medical examiner's office said
Saturday.
Two Seattle men, ages 17 and
18, were arrested Friday for
investigation of murder. Both are
believed to be affiliated with a
Vietnamese gang, said Capt. Larry Farrar. They were expected to
be charged Monday.
Mrs. Lui was taken from her
home Thursday night. Her children discovered her car was missing and saw blood in the garage.
A caller demanded $100,000 ransom Thursday night, but it never
was paid.
The two men were arrested Friday after police saw them by
Mrs. Lui's parked Mercedes,
police said. The body was found
later Friday.
Lui wan the widow of Yuen
Lui, founder of Yuen Lui Studios
in Seattle. The company has eight
stores in the Puget Sound area
and several in Portland, Ore.
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DEADLINES
days in advance

Deadlines are 2
Monday Edition
Tuesday Edition
Wednesday Edition
Thursday Edition
Friday Edition
Saturday Edition

ANNOUNCE:MENA S
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found
EMPLOY MEN 1
Help Wanted
Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

010
020
025
030
040
050

s30
re

at
he
an

060
090
100
110

FARMERS MARKET
Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

190
370
390
400
550

Classified
and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m.
Monday 3 p.m.
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Thursday 3 p.m.
MERCHANDISE
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
T.V. & Radio
Pets & Supplies
MISCELLANEOUS
Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted
Miscellaneous

130
140
150
155
160
165
17r7
180
200
210
220
260
380
410
540
560
570
240

1-99111
Notice

753-1916
280
285
300
310
320
330
340
360

Rental
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease

270
365
420
430
440
450
460

Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

Sales
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.ts,
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Display Ads
40% Discount 2nd Run, 60% Discount 3rd Run.
(A11 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Penod •
$1.26 per column inch trs for Tuesday.

r

2"

3"

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Atito Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

4"

Artistes
For km

T'

8"

8"

10"

1

5.00

10.00

15.00 20.00

23.00 30.00 35.00 40.00 45.00 50.00

2

8.00

16.00

24.00 32.00

40.00 48.00 56.00 64.00 72.00 80.00

3

10.00 20.00

30.00 •40.00

50.00 80.00

4

15.00 30.(k0

45.00 60.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

5

18.00 36.00 54.00 72.00

90.00 108.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

6

20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

70.00 80.00 90.00 100.00

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:
254 per word $5.00 minimum let day.
Sr per word per day for oath additional consecutive day.
$116 extra for shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide.)
52.00 extra for blind box ads.

160

240

150

isseuction

6"

5"

TRANSPORTATION
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

•

-

Days

110

iftedarueue

For Rent

For Rent
Or Lease

2f3R duplex, 1300-B Valley NORTHWOOD storage
BLUEGRASS Banjo les- LET us make your clothes,
FORTUNE 500 Company sons. $7.00. 753-1487.
Wood Dr. $325/mo. presently has units availUniforms
alter and repair.
able. 753-2905 for more
is expanding its sales force
759-4406.
The Murray Independent Borrd of Educaand sportswear, rentals,
information.
in western Kentucky. Fist
tion will hold a public hearing in the Board
ALMOST new 2br apartgowns and tuxedos. Ruth's
year earnings, guarantee
Office, 814 Poplar St., Murray, Ky., on
Country
Sew,
and
central
See
ment
with
garage,
plus commission,
370
Hwy. 94 E
Monday, September 28, 1992, at 12 noon to
\Van! Elkins
his, appliances. Quieter".
Square, 1608 N. 121, Mur$30,000-$45,000. Excellivestock
hear public comments regarding a proposed
ray. 753-6981
$450/mo. 753-8096 or
lent benefits plus company
753-1713
Supplies
&
cents.
36.0
general fund tax levy of
753-2633.
paid pensions. No travel.
LIKE new bunk bed, dart
Company. Sad
HUDSON
Ideal candidate would have
wood, $250. 25 color TV,
HAZEL Apartments. Hazel, dies, Bridles & Horse sup
Sunday
The general fund tax levied in fiscal year
prior experience in at least
13*
$200.
You
now
KY,
renting.
style,
is,
cabinet
Fall Classes
plies. 753-4545, 759-1823
1991-92 was 36.1 cents arid produced reSchool ....9.30 am.
one of the related fields:
black and white TV, $40.
must be 62, handicapped,
753-6763.
venue of $771,413. The proposed General
Beginning
Business Management,
or disabled. New 1 and 2br
Sattelite system, 10' mesh,
Fund tax rate of 36.0 cents is expected to
Banking, Accounting, Edu$600. 753-3248 after 5pm.
units. 502-527-8574 for
Sunday Morning
NOW
360
cation, or prior sales experiproduce $787,527 for 1992-93. Of this
more information. Equal
Rent-A-Car
10:30
am.
Worship
MILUONMILUONAIRES
Pets
ence. College degree reup:
Housing
Opportunity.
sign
to
amount,$133,679 is from new and personal
Call
515 S. 12th St. 753-2255
AIRES, PANGBURN'S
Stipples
&
career
a
is
This
quired.
for
rate
property. The compensating tax
NEW 2br brick, gas heat,
CANDY IS BACK IN MUR753-1976 or 753-6705
Sunday Evening
opportunity. You will be
1992-93 is 35.5 cents and is expected to
Sate-T
Charlie's
hook-up, 10x10 deck, 10 LABRADOR Retriever
RAY.
w/d
owners
business
on
calling
6 p.m.
Service
YOU Dig Mum field now
produce $776,589.
B Northwood Dr., pups, 4wics old. 7 choc, 3
402
Pharmacy
westprofessionals 'el
open. All colors. $2.00 to and
References and black, 5 males, 5 females.
$400/mo.
Kentucky and sur- COMPUTER Technology MOVING sale. Whirlpool
$4.00 each. Hours: ern
Wednesday
The general area to which revenue in excess
753-4873 $100/ea. 489-2770.
required.
deposit
rounding areas. Send re- Plus, Inc. Computer no-frost refrigerator w/
3 30-8.00prn. Take 94W to
after 330pm.
of 1991-92 revenue is to be allocated is as
Family Night 7 p.m.
CHESAPEAKE Bay RePhilip L. McGill, courses, seminars, and icemaker. Kenmore apt.
to:
sume
Charley Thurman Rd., turn
triever, AKC, 18 weeks old
follows: instruction, $16,114.
Box 3157, Paducah, computer programming. size dishwasher. Frigidaire
P.O.
carport,
2br
duplex,
NEW
right
the
on
house
1st
right,
Excellent hunting dog,$75.
KY 42002-3157.
effi759-9158.
energy
sized
(apt
appliances,
center
laundry
we
Y'aU Cornell.
COINS and STAMPS
753-2136.
The General Assembly has required publi,
Lease,
No
pets.
deck
washer/dryer)
cient,
stacked
popular. A new selection of
MiG welders needed, imcation of this advertisement and the infor140
40in. Tappan gas range. stamps is now available at $400/mo. 753-7457.
HAND fed tame 3 month
rnedate openings. Vegan
mation contained herein.
Warn
14,000 BTU air conditioner. The Book Rack (in Murray TAKING applications for old Cockatiels, $50/ea.
Translate and
Metals, Sedalia, KY.
s
To Buy
Floor furnace. All in excel- at Dixieland Shopping CenTranscribe
328-8980, ask for Teresa.
section 8 rent subsidized 489-2871.
lent condition. Call ter) and Decades Ago (in
Old Gorman Script
apartments. 1, 28 3 bed- HAVE an obedient, safe
or
piece
the
by
MT, MLT, CLA needed for ANTIQUES
753-8569.
Hazel). These stores also rooms. Apply HdIdale Apts.
Have References
020
020
dog for show or home.
local physicians office. collections. Call 753-9433
NEW standard size white sell coins, proof sets, Sliver Hardin, Ky. or call Classes or private lessons
Call Doris Kramer
Send resume to: P.O. Box after 5pm.
supplies.
collector
dollars,
EHO.
Nodes
Serving Murray for over
753-1116
1040-H, Murray, KY 42071. CA91-1 for mobile home tub and shower unit, $125. You may also visit us at 502-437-4113
753-7901.
12yrs. 436-2858.
(in
Trolley
tires $7-$12 each.
Toonerville
(2) Hazel), Treasure House
TOR
436-2578
REFRIGERA
work
to
NEEDED, RN
Rooms
00
Ugly Duckling
Chest of drawers (6). Soda (Southside Manor in MurCANCER
weekends, 7am-7pm. CASH paid for good, used
For Rent
cheap.
sale
Mercantile
for
machine
the
and
ray)
Competence salary, excel- rifles, shotguns, and pisRent-A-Car
INSURANCE
Protium
(Aurora). We buy coins and DIRECTLY across from
lent benefits including den- tols. Benson Sporting 759-9003
No age limit to apply If
esappraise
Lowest rates In
and
MSU, sleeping rooms, APPLES for freezing, canADOPTION: Intelligent, de- tal plan. Apply in person, Goods, 519 S 12th, TIRES, Tires, Tires. New stamps
your present policy is
tates. CHRISTOPHER'S $250, furnished, includes ning or drying. Taking order
town
voted couple most anxious Mon.-Fri., 9arn-5prn, Haws Murray.
over 10 years old, it
and used. Warehouse Tire, COINS, 753-4161.
utilities, kitchen, washer, for apple cider. 753-4725,
to give love and a wonderful Memorial, Holiday Lane,
may not cover some of
400 Industrial Rd., Murray,
753-6910
TOP dollar for junk cars and 753-1111.
dryer priviledges. No pets. McKenzie's Orchard.
future to your newborn. All Fulton, KY.
the newer treatments
trucks. 436-5322.
270
753-8191.
legal, medical and living
such as chemotherOKRA for freezing.
Mobile
expenses paid. Let us help OWNER/OPERATORS
apy For free informaUSED and antique furni753-3599.
Homes For Sae
340
AURORA Pizza Magic. Ge- you. Call collect AND FLEET OWNERS. ture, glass, tools, quilts.
tion call
Guaranteed round trip rnipizza, 516-621-5574.
tossed
Houses
hand
nuine
Jerry McConnell
1981, 3BR, 2 bath, all
leage, 3 year contract, no 474-2262, 901-642-6290
410
For Reid
fresh salads, sandwiches,
nice. 489-2332 afelectric,
every
Insurance
home
freight,
touch
pro060
at
reMelaleuca
Public
WANTED:
138W TV, stove and
gyros. Open all year
ter 9am and before 7pm. 2BR on South 12th Street.
night. 1-800-526-7874.
753-4199
ducts. Call 759-9820.
Salo
Kelp
frigerator, good condition.
5pm. Closed Mon and
'tree 1005 dem service'
474-8119,
1987, 14x70, EXTRA nice, 753-4109.
753-5098.
Wanted
Tues.
PARK RANGERS. Game
isn
must be moved, must sell.
1-800-649-3804.
38R farm house, beside
AVON OPPORTUNITY. wardens, security, mainte3-Party
753-4459.
Artldes
necesexp.
No
etc.
nance,
East Elementary,
Proven sales methods from
ATTENTION:
Sale
For
Homo
call
Sale
information
Yard
For
sary.
pets.
28x56 DOUBLEWIDE on 2 $275/mo., deposit, no
a top representative. UnFurnishings
506 .Richardson
acres, vinyl siding, shingle 753-8848 before 8pm.
limited potential. Part time 219-769-6649, ext. 7159, 36" CROSS Buck storm
LEARN TO DRIVE
8am-8pm, 7 days.
door, white, $40. 753-8744. FULL size canopy bed with roof, 3br, 3 bath. 2 car AVAILABLE September 6,
Tue & Wed.
TRACTOR • TRAILERS or full time. 753-0171.
dresser, nightstand, al- garage, pond, 2 outbuild- 1992, 3br, 2 baths, brick
maintegeneral
PART
time
Sept. IS & 16
DO you need a JOB, or do
BOGARD trucking and exand ground cavating, inc. We haul top mond colored, new box ings, very beautiful home. house. $400/mo. Call
7 til dark
r5 wo.cQ. you need help in making nance repair
Includes painting, soil, gravel, fill dirt, white springs and mattress. Must see. 435-4250, 753-7890.
work.
the
for
advances
positive
Lawn Boy lawn
Class
those
of
All
ALLIANCE future? We have 22 JOB roofing, carpentry and gen- rock, rip rap. 759-1828. $250. Days 759-4492, 753-5490.
mower,D. P. rowing
Members who at753-7710 after 5pm.
LIOANOSI.TN
160
OPENINGS for people be- eral work. Must be hardCUMMINGS Meter Poles.
machine, high chair,
miwith
tires
tended the 10 yr.
deCOOPER
energetic,
working,
Rue
For
Specializing in mobile
tiveen the ages of 16-22
Lifeline
of
warranty.
some old, old
leage
capable
glass
and
pendable,
reunion please be
Or Leese
home electric services. 200
years, if you are not in
MUMS BARGAIN BIN
working alone, without Classic 60,000 miles.
curtains,
jewelry,
$325.
amp
five
100
amp.
$375.
753-9378
Cal
school.
advised the class
Ave.
Pogue
1109
ft..*
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
•••.• a••••
picbooks,
435-4027.
days a week between supervision. Farm back- Monogram 50,000 miles.
lamps,
759-9940
photo's are now
Center
on
warehouses
8:00am-3:00prn. We we an ground helpful. Must have Trendsetters 40,000 miles.
Clean Used Furniture, Apclothes.
&
ture
Shoney's.
ready for pick up
LARGE selection of Pre- Drive behind
pliances, and Aliso Items
EOE. This project is funded transportation, starting Warehouse Tire, 400. InOwned Mobile Homes: $20-$40/mo. 759-4081.
at Allison PhotoUse Our Layaway Plan
the Western Kentucky $4.50/hr. 753-3018 after dustrial Road, Murray,
by
4-10' wides, 7-12' wides,
1-800-334-1203 Private Industry Council- 7pm.
753-1111.
Now Renting Nintendo
graphy 9-5 M-F,
9-14' wides, and 1 double
JTPA.
9-12 Sat.
WANTED barmaids, wait- COPY MACHINE. Good
wide to choose from. Priced
to sell! Dinkins Mobile
EXPERIENCED marine resses, dancers, $500 plus condition. Model Xerox
or
Homes, Inc., Hwy 79 E.,
technician needed for full weekly. Doll House Cafe, 2830. $350. 753-1738
Paris, TN. 1-800-642-4891.
time position, above aver- Paris, TN. 642-4297, 4-12. 753-6695.
Antiques
The Housing Leader!!
age electrical background a WANTED babysitter in my ENCYCLOPEDIA Amermust Please send com- home for 2 children. Refer- icana, reg. price, $1400. NOW open: The May Berry
plete resume, references. ences required. Call Now on sale for $995. Fi- Antique Mall, 114 W. NEW 16x80, 3br. 2 baths,
(R-22,
and pay expectations to 435-4421.
nancing available. Includes Broadway, downtown May- extra insulation door,
R-11), storm
P.O. Box 1040-F, Murray,
free set of children's books. field, Ky. Open R-11,
Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
9.30arn-5•00pm, Monday- storm windows, delivered,
KY 42071.
at 6001
Cal 759-9988.
(Deets
Saturday. 1.00pm-5:00pm, double-blocked and tied
000
down for only $19,900 inSunday. 247-1979.
Knights of Columbus Hall
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Shad=
cluding centre heat and air!
Located behind Pet-tro Gas Station
KY 614 soul to Johnny Robertson Road,
X DOLL HOUSE X
Wanted
Dinkins Mobile Homes,
200
CAFE
641 North
eouei io Sq. He Road, right on Sq. Here Road 1/4 mile
Inc., Hwy 79 E., Paris, TN.
X CUT this out and save my
,
Sports
Exotic Dancers
X
,
The
891.
1-800-642-4
753-3195
A
TOM
Pere,
5
East
79
Hwy.
753-558
&PAPAW
ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY
number. Do house cleanHousing Leader!!
X Mon -Sat. 2-12 Midnight X ing, call Betty. 474-2131, or
753-0466 P.O. Box 1033 Murray
ATTENTION Hunters
X leave message. Have
901442-4297
X
Army surplus, army tents,
280
XXXXXXX
references.
XXXXXXXXXX
camouflage netting, 6th
Mobilo
and Chestnut, Saturday.
Homes For Rest
SERVICE SEWING jobs wanted, in FRESH Kentucky Lake cat- 753-9775
Service on all brands: window air conditioners FOOD
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers WORKER: Murray State cluding formal wear. fish, We or dressed. Murray
or 31x.
2
Oaks
SHADY
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges.
University is now hiring two 753-1061.
disWalking
gas.
or
electric
Bait Co., 753-5693.
210
pert-lime, temporary, on- WILL do babysitting, full
tance to college. 753-5209.
Factory Authorized Repairs For:
cal food service workers to time Of part time, located KILLS FLEAS! By ENFirewood
for
Killers
Flea
for
baqualify
FORCER
and
65
age
as-needed
are
an
Tappan-Ketvinstor-Emerson-Brown
under
on
Ifyou
work
near MSU. References.
310
,
pets, home and yard. Guar- A FIREWOOD for sale
sis in the catering area. 753-0456.
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
Ware
Buy EN- 437-4667
*AN Repairs Are Guaranteed
effective.
is
experience
anteed
food
Prior
To Rent
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
required. Salary: $5.00 per WILL stay with sick or el- FORCER at: Murray TV
220
753-5341 Or 753-1270
All Medicare Supplement Policies
3BR or large 2br in Murray,
hour. Apply at Personnel derly, any shift, experience Home and Auto Hardware,
need Oct. 1.
lease,
annual
are now standardized into 10 plans
Services, 4th Floor, Sparks and references. Call North Side Shopping
Miami
Call 759-9179.
Center
Hall, Murray State Univer- 753-4590
offering different levels of benefits. We
42071.
repair,
KY
and
Murray,
tuning
sity,
PIANO
"guarana
on
plans
the
of
7
can write
ROOM or share 2br apt.
MSU does not discriminate
753-2099.
MSU graduate assistant,
teed issue" basis (no health questions)
on the basis of race, color,
PIANO tuning, expert ser- non-smoker, no drugs,
and the policies will be issued at the
national origin, sex, or
vice and repair. John Gotta- straight. Cal Bill Kapetan,
handicap in its programs
HELP WANTED
lowest available premium.
762-4478.
753-9600.
chalk,
informaand activities. For
Kentucky Fried Chicken is looking for help. If
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
MSU
people,
the
like
contact
and
sale
tion
enthusiastic
for
energetic,
are
you
clarinet
WOOD
best
the
rated companies to give you
WAREHOUSE OR
mativa Action Office at
we would like to meet you.
$225 For more information
possible rates and service.
762-3155.
Positions available day dr night.
759-4934
cal
BUILDING
STORAGE
Please give us a call for a rate quote.
* Manager Trainees * Food Service Workers
250
LOCATED ON INDUSTRIAL ROAD
LPN,CMA needed for busy
* Customer Service Workers
Busing,
1, 2, 3 or 48R furnished
Good Benefits
physicians office. Send reGood Salary
Swims
50x50 with 12x14 overhead door and 1
apartments, nice, new unisume to P.O. Box 1040-0,
Apply ip person at the Murray Kentucky Fried
daytime.
7536111
versity.
Murray, KY 42071.
service door
PRIVATE Investigator
Chicken restaurant, EOR/M/F
D.B.A. Confidential Investi- 753-0606 nights.
Hopkineville Fed. Savings Building
MALEY Lawn and Landgations, Southside Shop- 1 OR 2br apes. near downscape now hiring. Lawn
7th at Main, Murray, Ky.
ping Cantor, Suite 5102, town Murray. 753-4100.
care experience preferred.
Murray, 763-2641
753-4199
Call 753-5726 after 5pm.
\lit rim .1%
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Insurance
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Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to cheek the first insertiost of their ads
for any error.The Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for
only one incorrect Insertion.Anyerror should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.
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CLASSIFIEDS
S20

480

ACRES on Hwy 121 N
mile from Murray City
. 'tits 759-4081 after

in pasture with
it •-ctric fence 7 miles
• thesest of Murray on Pal
ACRES

▪

•

Rd 489-2740

nRECLOSED & REPO
mes Below market
.atue Fantastic savings
your area 1-805-962-8000
e H 8155 for current list

Auto
Simko@

HOME with income Six
rooms, 3br, 2 bath,
screened and carpeted pa
tio, all electric built in
kitchen, central tva Separate entrance to upstairs 4
room and bath apt . newly
decorated for rental 1 .1
acre site reduced to
$49,900 759 1122

NEW bug shields for pickups and vans, foreign and
domestic, clear and smoke
tint $19 50/ea Pick up bed
mats $34 50/ea Key Auto
Parts Hwy 121S 753 5500

LOOK at me' Brick home
large lot 3 bedroom, 2
bath central ha priced to
sell upper $50 s Prof..
sional Real Estate
759-1591 day or night

• -TERUD REALTY ofa complete range of
R.- it Estate services with a
selection of quality
•
tnes all prices
-.1 1222
Pit MAX Properties Ltd
Boo Perrin Paul Dailey.
Haley Jean Bird Bel
Ai, Center 502-753 SOLD
100.369-5780

Rests
& Oblate

Noses
Fes Sale

MOVING must sell, 1990
Pontiac LeMans LE, auto,
4 door, am/fm, rear defrost,
excellent condition great
gas mileage $5200 obo
437-3065

1988 PROCRAFT Fah/Slu
boat Garage kept. low
hours, trolling motor. indash depth finder and 2love
wells, 115hp Yamaha engine, 3 new batteries
$9800 753-0954

GENERAL Repair: plumbing, roofing, tree work.
436-2642

HOSFORD'S Boat Storage
on 94 East has new, larger,
12x30 spaces available
now 753-3143
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard Music Murray's Alpine Car Audio Specialist,
Dixieland Center, 1 Nock
from MSU dorms

1974 CHEVY C-50, V 8,
4 speed, 13 ft bed and
hoist, $3.000 489-2522

GERALD WALTERS.
Roofing, vinyl siding, painting Free estimates 18
years experience Local referenoes 489-2267

530

Seabee
Offered

1977 GMC truck $900
492 8475

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specificsbons Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

YARD SALE
SEASON

IIIVESTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and SAVE
'7.50
'12.50
'15.00

1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions
Ads must be paid in advance

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:
Friday 3 p.m.

Monday Edition

Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
HADAWAY Construction
A-1 TOWN/country yard Home remodeling, paintMonday 3 p.m.
Edition
Wednesday
NEW 3 or 4br. LR. DR. 2 1971 DODGE Dart good 1987 NISSAN pick-up, mowing,landscaping.tree ing, wallpaper, carpentry,
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
baths central hie walk in condition mechanically, char gray air, 5-speed, trimming,tree removal.light floor covering_ No lob too
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
alum wheels, tinted win- hauling Free estimates small 436-2052.
CL sett dewing range new tires $350 753 9361
dows $3000 obo
microwave dishwasher
Thursday 3 p.m.
Tim Lamb, 436-2528
Saturday Edition
HOME Improvement Spe489-2022
disposal oak cabinets 1977 TOYOTA Celica
Stump
or
call,
Al
come by
753-1916
For
SONIC*
assistance
TREE
wincialist Vinyl siding,
over 2000 sq ft Only 20R complete engine
removal and spraying Free dows, carports. and patio
110
$69.750 753 5561 or $175 436-5263
the
estimates 753-0006 after enclosures 753-0280
759-1610
1978 MERCURY Cougar,
5pm, 759-9816. 753-0495
Cerepers
KITCHEN CABINET RENEW house for sale at auto p,s p'b p w
Classified Department
1991, 2T COBRA nerve A-1 TREE removal & tree COVERY existing doors &
1900 Melrose in new subdi 753-8156
mothrhome loaded, 7,000 trimming Light hauling & frames with woodgrain forvision west of Doran Rd
1982 HONDA Accord
miles 1984 % ton Chevy odd jobs Free estimate& mica, all colors Free esti3br 2 baths lots of closets,
gray good condition
- 141. mates Wulff's Recovery
'
roof minni-minni 436-2102, ask for Luke
raised
private
garage
oversized
5-speed $1200 or reason
camper van 1985 28' AA TREE trimming and Murray 436-5560
courtyard 753-3903
able otter 759-2512
Itasca Windcruser motor
yard moking 436-2102 LEE'S CARPET CLEANNICE 3br 2 bath *carport,
1983 MONTE Carlo very home 1979 24' Midas ask for Paul
ING. For all your carpet and
screened deck above
good condition 753-3939 menni rnotorhome 35,000
upholstery call 753-5827
ground pdol storage build- after
CarpenBuilders
ALPHA
Howard
very
good
miles
5pm
eStimates.
Free
ings nioe dog kennel on
porches,
try,
remodeling,
Brokers,
B&B
Brandon,
large lot in Melia -Ira 1984 NISSAN 200SX auto Inc, 701 South 121h St
roofing, concrete drive- .Emergency water removal
spades and clubs, and her repeat
West dealer.
546 500 489 2964 tread Lots of extras $2450
Murray KY 502 753-4389 ways, painting. mainte- LICENSER" for electric and
cuebid indicated a strong hand, envulnerable.
side
Neither
evenings
753-0783
nance, etc Free estimates gas 753 7203
or 502-753-5960
couraging Cimon to leap to game.
NORTH
489-2303
OPPORTUNITY knocks 1987 MERCURY Cougar.'
McCUISTON Construction
26 ARGOSY (by AirsWest led three top diamonds, de3
7
K
A
*
2
ranch
with
with the bock
Ike new inside excellent tream) fully self contained. AL'S hauling. yard work. Add on re-roofs, free estiruffing the third round with
clarer
K8
✓
large bedrooms modern condition, $3300 489 2676
753-73 1 7,
ready to go in very good tree removal, mowing Free mates
eight. Many declarers
dummy's
6
9
•
bath family room Irving after 6pm
759-9464
condition See at 1626 estimates 759-1683
would now have fallen into the trap
room and large kitchen
104
Q
K
A
•
West Main St
ANY remodeling. building. PAINTING interior and exlocated near town dri acre 1987 OLDS 98 Regency
of cashing the heart king and then
EAST
WEST
painting, roofing Refer- terior Quality work Over
lot Just reduced to Brougham loaded white
trying to ruff a third round ofspades
2
5
8
9
Q
*
•64
ences 759-1110
$32 000 MLS 04091 Call wiburgandy interior, 36000
20 years experience Ralph
in the closed hand.
10
3
7
9
J
$8500
car
nice
very
miles.
Koppetud Realty
APPLIANCE REPAIRS Worley 436-5625
In the actual deal, this would
32
5
•
AKQ104
•
527-7894
or
437-4751
753-1222
Factory trained by 3 major PLUMBING repairman with +J2
have led to defeat. West -would
+9653
14' JON boat, 1979 Evin- manufacturers Most parts
PRICE lust reduced on this 1991 CADILLAC DeVille
same day service Call
overruffthe third spade and return a
SOUTH
rude
18hp, new carpet and in stock, on my truck All
bought
leather,
wired
white
Keenon
home
3br brick
436-5255
locking declarer in dummy. Reclub,
10
J
land Dr Now offered at new in 9191 $22,800 Call floors 321b thrust trolling work and parts warranted
of which black suit South
gardless
VAQ6542
estifinder,
trailer
Free
motor,
PLUMBING
depth
5pm
After
before
753-7422
Ask for Andy at The Ap$72,500 MLS $4266 Call
to play. West's jack of
elected
then
•
7
rate
8
J
436-2528
Affordable
mates
2704
5pm
527
pliance Works. 753-2455
Kopperud Realty
hearts would be promoted as the
Same day service All work
+87
753-1222
APPLIANCE SERVICE guaranteed 492-8816
setting trick.
The bidding:
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Whirlpool 30. years
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and
room carport
HILL Septic system, drive- estimates 24 hour
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ways, hauling, foundations emergency service, 7 days
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
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CUSTOM WOODWORIUNG
a week Senior citizens dianstar FrancineCimon
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under roof contains 3 100
BILL'S bath and kitchen 10% discount Contact Joe
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Custom Woodworking
ling space and ample
refinishing, bite and sinks, at 753-7494
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illustration
storage Priced in the ow
including porcelin and REFINISHING, stropping,
West overuffed the four of hearts
fiberglass, cultured marble custom woodworking. play often espoused in this column$901 Shown by appoints
. Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
namely,the need for declarer to ask, with the seven, but had nothing but
ment only Call 753-9830
and formica repair %color 753-8056
• Drop by see our showroom
8,sac
NJ141;14o,
ap5 S
appliances and counter'What can defeat me?" before pro- diamonds and hearts remaining. As
ROCKY COLSON Home ceeding with the play.
7S3
a result, Cimon was able to win the
tops 753-1484
70
Repair Roofing, siding,
next trick in her hand and draw
Mary
partner,
her
and
Cilium
BOB'S Plumbing Repair painting, plumbing, conMotorcycles
the rest of the tricks
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Tomorrow: Amazing power of a deuce
SERLAWN
BRYON'S
ROGER Hudson rock haulton Call 474 2021
VICE Free estimates ing, gravel, sand, dirt, drive1990 DR350 SUZUKI only
753-4591 after 5pm
way rock 753-4545,
624 N. 4th St.. Murray
3xxx miles excellent condi753-6763
CARPET and vinyl installation $1950 Call 753-1668
tion and repairs Glen Efeb- SEPTIC TANK SERVICE
TUESDAY,SEPTEMBER 15. 1992 1990 SUZUKI RM 125
bet, 759-1247
Repair, replacement, new
Specializing in front wheel drive.
II-or your personahied _leant! Dixon horoscope, based on your own date
Peterson pro suspension
sewpumping,
installation,
overdrive, automatic It. standard
CARPET binding and fringcall I -900-98)i-77t(8. Your phone company will bill you 95 cents a
FMF pipe very strong exbirth.
basements
ot
ers, footings,
ing Enger Custom Design
transmissions.
cellent condition $1500
service
Backhoe-loader
minute.
753-7614
Carpets
firm 759-9181 before 330
BRENT ALLEN, 759-1515
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highl!,
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outlook
business
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trucks Speaal sizes for
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty
less than 200 miles, good
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Separate fact from ficpromising.
RV's 753-2674.
boats.
homes,
motor
condition $650 354-8896
and etc Excellent protec- SHEETROCK finishing,
tion when e‘aluating proposals and Good fortune lies in many direction, high quality. excellent textured ceilings Larry
resumes. In December, a sensitive tions. You want your relationships
value Roy Hill, 759-4664 Chnsrnan 492-8742.
family matter will he resolved in to grow - and they kk ill it suu keep
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Lots
For Sale

Contract Bridge

v'. ODED building lots in
• wood Heights City via
tu, natural gas, canievi
sici 3 3 10 miles on 94
west from Murray City Lim
.ts 6% simple interest h
nancing available
753 5841 or 753-1566

Famous Hand

'7 ACRES farm and pas
lure land older frame
house with severe. Out
2 wells
Dl;dings pond
421.4 2740
HUNTERS Paradise, 157
acre farm in Tennessee
has both mature and young
forest Tendabie acreage is
government set aside
,-.-•ograrr, providing annual
• Lame of $5600 Three
-ids and abundant wad
MLS $4402 $69 500
Joan at Kopperud Re
.• •-% 753 ,222

, bath
BEAJTIFUL 3br, 1 ,
181 sq ft brick home con
1-a b a *nowt if, back
yet.: 1905 vVisweli Rd
7m.3 7731
E-R;CK house 3br LR
der kitchen bath downs
bath
:ads 2 large rooms
Jostairs Also basement
extra large outbuilding excelient for antique or craft
Oct) on 3', acres on Hwy
;4 Fast 3 miles $77 000
-53 '3746
,)wner kid 2/i baths
, Or kitchen fireplace fin
.r id basement with den
'y 2 car garage out
...piing satellite dash New
mum siding $70 s
Creek subd in Col
,ter Call 489 2972
.vn by apot only

Mathis Transmission
Service

I loroscopes

753-6374

CERAMIC and quarry tile
installed No job too small.
527-1470 (call collect)
CHARLIE Davidson All
types of roofing and repars Torch down rubber
roofing 753-5812

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

CHIN Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191

We Dry Up Wet Basements...Permanently!
Atoenno Soon"' +NOMLVcro dor
Maar. plomorwr. Bosome,
•bog hndhod or ne“..-ww.lOoso‘nr-.1
syslo• car to oasiy
,r r,o
1..or, •...WO•on, water •on
,
• No c.166.20
Cal oodo. tor Moo tw000ctlen I oollmolo'

Design Systems Group
502-759-1487

Resident

James C'. Gallimore
Electric Service
lit /4. Buz 1075
Murr•y, KY 42071

COLSON'S Home Repair
Remodeling, carpentry
painting and plumbing
436-2575 after 5pm

Phone
1502i759-1536

Residential Painting
interior - Exterior

Phone 435-4268

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

762-1100
Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service
Septic Tanks, Sewers & Ha1link
Call Us Anytime

call:

753-1916

Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat. 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

THE GUEIBE Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate available.
759-4690.
THWEATT'S Generator,
Alternator and Starter Service, Route I, Nino, KY
753-8742

DON'T wait until the last WET Basement') Water
minute,start your tat clean- under house, we guarantee
up now Clearing, hauling, to stay dry Morgan and
Padugutters cleaned, any other Son Construction
442-7026,
KY
cah,
ockl jobs that you've been
putting off 753-8461 1-800-242-3285
evenings
FOR bushhogging. leveling
DRYWALL, finishing, re- dirt or gravel and seeding
pairs, additions and blow- yards, call 753-3413.
ing ceilings 753-4761

To place your ad

ALPHA BUILDERS

Remodeling, garages. decks, porches.concrete
*,,rk chain link fences Home maintenance

489-2303
BROTHERS
Commercial Waste LAMB
Quality Tree Service
Light Hauling. Etc.
Disposal
Dependable • Relialde • Fast Service
1-800-585-6033
Bud Stewart, Route Manager

T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Electrical - Cleanrig Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Center, cleaningService
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
repairs
and Cooling Service Com- servicing $15: most
- Route 1,
plete installabon and ser- $35. New location
Call Gary at Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5,
vice
Mon -Fn , 753-0530.
759-4754

759-4685

All Types of Refuse Service

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484.

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free 'serrate for your
needs
FOR hire, small beclthoe
for smell jobs, reasonable
rases 753-8205

Luke Lamb 436-2102

Bourse 8-11 Sun.-FrL
P.O. Box IFYLIUM Concord. Ky 42071

FREE 2 aduk lernale Pit
Bulls and dog houus.
753-8144.436-4438.

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
CALL 753-1916
1

your favor. Count on new friends to
enliven sour leisure hours early in
1993. Nest March brings you a
wonderful opportunity to cement a
pimerful alliance. Romance holds
many happy surprises. Someone
who has been straddling the fence
could decide on a summer wedding.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: country singer Roy
Acuff, actors Jackie Cooper and
Tommy Lee Jones. director Oliver
Stone.
ARIES (March 2I -April 191:
Someone may be trying to use your
talents for free. Authors and songwriters hear the sweet ring of the
cash register. A close relationship
could undergo an abrupt change.
TAURUS (April 20-May 201:
Mingle with the crowd at a business
luncheon. You could make an
important contact or pick up helpful
information. Refuse to compete if
someone changes the rules after the
game begins.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): A
wonderful time to pursue a dream or
write your own love story. Your
arguments are highly compelling,
drawing both strangers and close
ties into your corner.
CANCER (June 21 -July 221: A
partner or friend surprises you with
a thoughtful gift or clever business
suggestion. You will be riding the
crest of popularity tonight. Others
admire your emhusiastic approach
to life.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 221: A good
day to refine your plans. Household
designs take shape, romance has a

the lines of communication open
wide. A misplaced item turns up
when you clean house.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221: Be
ready to make changes in your dail
schedule. A nev.., more e‘citing,
project is coming your W ay. Coworkers will he especially friendly
and have a lot to say.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211:
Widen your horiions. Making a
long-distance phone call will start a
new chapter in your life. Travel or a
chance to reach a larger segment of
the public is at hand.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
211: It is vital that an alliance he
handled in the most diplomatic way
possible. You want to consolidate
recent gains. not shake the foundations of your future financial security.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Guard against forcing issues on
the job. Good things come to those
who patiently perform their duty.
Romance inspires you to try new
things. Distant horizons beckon.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 2(1-Feb. Ix):
Be on guard if you enter unesplored
territory or an unusual relationship.
You will be hest off among close
friends this evening. An emotional
relationship deepens if you say the
right words.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 2(f):
Bar the door to ideas and people
you instinctively distrust. Instead.
focus on home, family and what
you know hest An older person
offers good advice.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are energetic, detail-oriented and eager to do
the right thing. They sometimes become so focused on minor issues that
they lose sight of the larger picture. Concerned parents will encourage these
bright youngsters to keep their ultimate objective in mind. Although these
Virgos give freely of their time andel:lap% they tend to keep their emotions
under wraps. Shyness, not dislike, makes them pull away from the embrace
of visiting relatives.
hay,
ante, a revned and "caned copy of haw Onion'.ten-lelline book "Yenerday. Ti:dey and
.end tilt 95 plus Si pinup and handling
et How Mackay Can Help You Find Your Place in Ond'.
mann to
in [Mon. do Amine.. soid14c141•0. P0 DOR 119110, Kansas City, k4o 64111 Make heck,
Andrew. eft1140141“1.1
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Today is Monday, Sept. 14, the 258th day of 1992. There are 108
•
days left in the year.
•
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 14, 1814, Francis Scott Key wrote his famous poem '"The
Star-Spangled Banner" after witnessing the British bombardment of
Fort McHenry in Maryland.
On this date:
In 1807, former Vice President Aaron Burr was acquitted of a misdemeanor charge two weeks after he was found innocent of treason.
In 1847, U.S. forces under Gen. Winfield Scott took control of
Mexico City.
In 1901, President William McKinley died in Buffalo, N.Y., of gunshot wounds inflicted by an assassin. Vice President Theodore
Roosevelt became president.
In 1959, the Soviet space probe Luna 2 became the first man-made
object to reach the moon as it crashed onto the lunar surface.
In 1972, 20 years ago, the family drama series "The Waltons" premiered on CBS.
In 1985, Shiite Muslim kidnappers in Lebanon released the Rev.
Benjamin Weir, an American missionary, after holding him captive
for 16 months.
Ten years ago: Princess Grace of Monaco, formerly actress Grace
Kelly, died at age 52 of injuries she had suffexed in a_rar _crash the
day before. Lebanon's president-elect, Bashir Gemayel, was killed by
a bomb that shauered his party headquarters in east Beirut.
Five years ago: Transportation Secretary Elizabeth Dole submitted
her resignation to devote herself to the presidential campaign of her
husband, Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole.
One year ago: The government of South Africa, the African National Congress and the Inkatha Freedom Party signed a national peace
pact. Secretary of State James A. Baker III met with leaders of the
Baltic nations, which had declared independence from the Soviet
Union. Carolyn Suzanne Sapp of Hawaii was crowned Miss America.
Today's Birthdays: "Lone Ranger" Clayton Moore is 78. TV newscaster Hughes Rudd is 71. Actress Zoe Caldwell is 59. Feminist
author Kate MilleU is 58. Actor Nicol Williamson is 54. Former Navy
Secretary John F. Lehman is 50. Singer-actress Joey Heatherton is 48.
Actress Mary Crosby is 33.
Thought for Today: "I venture to suggest that patriotism is not a
short and frenzied outburst of emotion but the tranquil and steady
dedication of a lifetime." — Adlai E. Stevenson, American statesman
(1900-1965).

leLb

Ten years ago
A licensed child care center is
being `set up and staffed on
Murray-Calloway County Hospital grounds for exclusive convenience of hospital employees.
Joan Niffenegger will be director.
John Miller, former head
basketball coach for five seasons,
Powell Puckeu, football star, and
Bill Thompson, football and track
star, have been inducted into the
Murray State University Athletic
Hall of Fame.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lee Reed,
Aug. 20.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Mohler
were married for 30 years on
Aug. 23.
Mr. and Mrs. J.O. Bedwell and
Helen Curd are pictured at 1982
World fair at Knoxville., Tenn.
Twenty years ago
Keith Overby, 9, Murray, was

third place winner in Junior Division of 4-H Agricultural Engi-

neering Demonstration State
Competition at Kentucky State
Fair, Louisville. His demonstration was on "Principle of the
Four-Stroke Cycle Engine."
Miss Jen Brady and Robert M.
Herndon were married Aug. 12 at
First Baptist Church, Mayfield.
Murray High School Tigers
lost to Henry County Patriots, 27
to 14 in a football game played at
Paris, Tenn.
Bobby Witherington is minister
of West Murray Church of Christ.
John White won Inter-City
Golf tournament over a field of
90 players from Murray Country
Club and Oaks Country Club.
Flight winners were James
(Jiggs) Lassiter, Lawrence Philpot. Ted Lawson and Bobby Fain...
Thirty years ago
Don Shelton, head football

coach at Murray State College,

was guest speaker at a meeting of
Murray Lions Club held at Murray Woman's Club House.
New officers of Temple Hill
Chapter No. 511 Order of the
Eastern Star are Modene Grogan,
Charlie Lassiter, Beurdean
Wrather, Joseph Walker, Bernice
Walker, Newman Grogan, Marjorie Woodall and Ruby Grogan.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Roger Williams, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Walter Rhodes, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cunningham and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Thomas Lee Jr.
Mrs. Ben Trevathan presented
a lesson on "Planning A Basic
Wardrobe" at a meeting of Town
and Country Homemakers Club
held at the home of Mrs. Allen
Russell.

DEAR ABBY: My wife and I
have been married for 36 years. Our
only child, "Ellie," is 34 years old.
She was having some emotional
problems, so she started seeing a
therapist, and she is now convinced
that I — her father — raped her
when she was an infant! She said
that she had repressed the memory
of this rape, and her therapist
helped her to remember-it.
Abby,there can be no such memory, as I would never do such a terrible thing! This is the greatest
tragedy of my life, and I can't convince Ellie that this "memory" of

hers never happened. Thank God
my wife believes me; in fact, this
crisis has brought us closer together. We have cried bitter tears over
this. Can you please help us?
A GRIEVING FATHER
DEAR FATHER: Whatever
did (or did not) happen to Ellie
must be ascertained.
How this "memory" from
your daughter's infancy was
recalled, and the effect it has
had on her,is very important.
Perhaps Ellie was sexually
abused by someone else — or it

is possible that she never experienced the rape at all.
Try to resolve this by collaborating with her, if possible.
Family sessions with a therapist
can be therapeutic for every
member of' your family. For
Ellie's sake as well as your own,
do not let this charge go unexplored.
DEAR ABBY: In your column
that appeared in the Rocky Mountain News, you mentioned a recovering alcoholic and said you hoped
he'd become a mensch Dear Abby,

what is a mensch? A cross between
a menace and a wrench?
Presumably it is from the Yiddish, but we aren't Jewish and don't
have a copy of Leo Rosten's dictionary. We 'all speak English around
these parts, with maybe a little
Spanish here and there.
During a week-long vacation
trip, I heard lots of words, but no
"mensch:'-cra-rita- due credit, I
heard "thank you" a_lot while waving cyclists passed our motor home
on downhill grades, but,none said
the magic word "mensch."
Why don't you furnish a translation with your usually excellent
text? Better yet, why don't you
write in English?
A LONGTIME READER,TOM
JOHNSON,LAKEWOOD,COW.
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DEAR TOM: "Mensch"
(rhymes with "bench") is a Yiddish word derived from the German language. It means a person of quality and good character.
In Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary, it is defined
as a person of integrity and
honor. I hope this is helpful.
Adios, mi amigo!
DEAR ABBY: Please give us
more "pet peeves" in language and
word usage.
The one that gets me is people
who begin a sentence with "I would
like to," as in:
"I would like to introduce ..."
"I would like to say ..."
"I would like to close with ..."
Abby, I would like to scream,
"For Pete's sake, either do it, or
hush!"
GRACE CAMIZZI,
CEDAR RAPIDS,IOWA
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Forty years ago
Kentucky State Patrolman
James Brien said 14 persons
passed their driven' tests and
were issued drivers' licenses on
Sept. 8 and 9 in Calloway
County.
John Stanley Shelton has left
to enter the American Conservatory of Music at Chicago, Ill., to
work toward the Master of Music
degree. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. J.W. Shelton.
New officers of Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star are Clover Cotham,
William Sims, Abbie Lee Williams, Cody Russell, Nell Robbins, Anna Kuhn, Adele Wilson ,
and Kathryn Sims.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Owen,
Sept. 2; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Holland and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. G.C. Fox, Sept. 3.
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DEAR GRACE: Brace yourself. Pet Peeves III is in the
works.
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WE REJECTED T—TWE WERE
MENSWEAR TWO
YEARS AGO
BECAUSE WE
DIDN'T WANT TO
LOOK LIKE MEN./

ITINYONE CAN LOOK LIKE A WOMAN IN A DRESS. BUT TO LOOK
LIKE A WOMAN IN A MAN'S
SUIT TAKES SOA1ETHING EXTRA!

IN FACT, THE EXTRA WOMAN.LINESS REQUIRED TO 8E WOMANLY IN MENSWEAR MAKES
A WOMAN MUCH MORE OF A
WOMAN THAN IF SNE WERE
WEARING WOMEN'S CLOTHES!

FOR BETTER Or FOR WORSE
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PETS WILL SUDDENLY RUN
FROM ONE ROOM TO ANOTHER?
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Dr. Gott
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm an asthmatic treated with prednisone, Theo-Dur,
Metaprel aerosol and Azmacort. I reProfessor Doyle
Abducted by an alien circus company,
cently had a grand mal seizure my
center ring.
doctor indicated was caused by the
Is forced to write calculus equations in
Theo-Dur. Am I over-medicated and,
if so, how come my doctor doesn't
know?
DEAR READER: You got me. Your
doctor SHOULD know. That's his
business. Excess quantities of TheoDur have been reported to cause conACROSS
vulsions. Such over-medication is
41 Conducted
Jog
42
easy
to check, using a blood test to
1 interruption
43 Finish
measure the amount of Theophylline
4 Detective
44 Sailors:
(the active ingredient in Theo-Dur)in
Sam —
colloq.
your bloodstream. If the level were
9 Idle talk
45 Printer's
12 Airline into
high
(at the time of your seizure),
measure
13 Ethiopian
you've got the answer.
47 Pintail duck
title
Even now, sometime later, you
49 Cheaply
14 Time gone by
should have a theophylline level anagawdy
15 Instructor
lyzed because, unless your physician
53 Click beetle
17 Philadelphia
57 A Gershwin
reduced the dose, you could still be re58 Inclines
ceiving a toxic amount.
19 Encourage
60 Bother
If, on the other hand, your seizure
21 Chaldean city
61 Fondle
22 Toad
not caused by the Theo-Dur, you
were
62 "A — of
25 — fly — kite
should have further testing,such as an
Honey"
27 Book of Old
EEG (brain wave test), and examina63 Fortune
Testament
tion by a neurologist.
31 Pitcher
Theo-Dur is an excellent drug for
handle
alien
11 Genus of
When used properly, with peasthma.
1 Precious
32 Too early
cattle
6 Silver
riodic blood screening, it is safe.
34 Paid notice
stone
symbol
16 Label
Based on the information you sup2 Devoured
35 Hawaiian
18 Fret;
7 Owing
plied. I believe your doctor appears to
wreath
3 Shallow
irritate
8 Brother of
vessel
36 Potato bud
been a little less conscientious
have
digit
Jacob
20 Pedal
4 Supercilious
37 Down: prefix
than he should have been.
22 Sumptuous
9 Female:
person
38 Grave;
meal
colloq.
Incidentally, while you're settling
gloomy
5 Foreign;
23 Detecting
10 Mature
this issue with him,ask about whether
device
you can reduce or eliminate the pred24 Alternate
10 11
Because you are using Azma9
nisone.
a
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
word
cort (inhaled prednisone), you may
26 Correction of
14
not need the additional prednisone
13
a fault
12UU
pills, which can cause several un26 Greek letter
pleasant side effects,such as diabetes
29 Command
30 Sows
lid
and cataracts. These side effects are
IIII
lia
15
32 Through
not common with Azmacort, which
33 Affirmative
21
the lungs, not the body as a
%
affects
0
vote
whole.
35 Musical
1111111111
WI
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm getting se101Mill
Instruments
vere headaches during my menstrual
39 As far as
ill
ill
period. Prescription muscle relaxants
40 Those
painkillers haven't worked, and
holding
ill
WI
ions.
WI
office
34
I'd Like your
and
41 Note of scale
Menstrual heads
DEAR READER:
44 Beverage
ill
II
III
1111
aches, a common complaint of wom46 Liquefy
en during the childbearing years,
Alit Otherwise
"
ill
ha
probably result from a normal fluctu49 Gratuity
ation of hormones within the body.
50 Anger '
51 — King Cole Such a cyclic fluctuation also caters
salt retention (leading to puffiness
52 Meadow
and weight gain), moodiness, fatigue
54 Ha lightly
about
nsomnia.
your gynecolistA
55 Old name for and insomnia.
Tokyo
this.
56 Decay
© 5,5 6161PIPAPER MUM= AIM.
59 While
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'Psycho' star Anthony
Perkins is remembered
4

1
.

LOS ANGELES (AP) Anthony Perkins, whose performance in "Psycho" gave the
silver screen one of its most
memorable moments, died of
AIDS complications, keeping his
illness secret until the end.
Perkins died Saturday at his
Hollywood home with his wife
and two sons by 111,s bedside, said
his publicist, Leslee Dart. He was
60.
"This is so terrible that people
who are sick have to keep it to
themselves. And the suffering
that goes on in isolation, that's as
tragic as anything else," actress
Shirley MacLaine said Sunday.
The actor joins other celebriti:s who have died of AIDS and
kept the disease a secret. Some,
like Perkins and actor Brad
Davis, requested their illness be
announced after their death.
Ms. Dart said she didn't know
how Perkins contracted AIDS.
In a statement read by her, Perkins urged compassion and
understanding about AIDS and
hinted at his frustration with the
entertainment world.
."There are many who believe
that this disease is God's -vengeance, but I believe it was sent
to teach people how to love and
understand and have compassion
tor each other," he wrote.
"I have learned more about
love, selflessness and human
understanding from the people I
have met in this great adventure
in the world of AIDS than I-ever
Jid in the cutthroat, competitive
world in which I spent m)7 life."

far as I was concerned, his attitude was funny and he was still
'Tony."
The character played by Miss
Leigh was stalsbed by Perkins'
character, Norman Bates, the
owner of a roadside motel. The
scene, shot in a shower with
quick flashes from many angles,
is among the most famous in
film.
Perkins, the son of stage and
film actor Osgood Perkins,
gained fame playing awkward.
often neurotic young men. Later,
his name became- .synonymous
with horror films.
.
He broke into movies in 1953,
appearing in "The Actress" with
Spencer Tracy, Teresa Wright
and Jean Simmons. He won an
Oscar nominatisin for best supporting actor playing Gary Cooper's son in "Friendly Persuasion" in 1956.
He co-starred with Sophia
Loren in 1958's "Desire Under
The Elms" and "Five Miles To
Midnight" in 1962. Perkins also
appeared in several European
productions in the 1960s and car/y 1970s.
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In 1973, he married photogra
pher Berinthia Berenson, the sister of actress Marisa Berenson
Besides his wife. Perkins is survived by sons Osgood, 18, and
Elvis, 16.
pMs. Dart said all three have
tested negative for HIV. the virus
that causes AIDS

HOG MARKET
Janet Leigh. who starred with
Perkins in Alfred Hitchcock's
classic 1960 thriller "Psycho."
said she last saw Perkins May 31
it a Motion Picture and Television Fund ceremony.
"I did not know anything
about any illness," she said. "As
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